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Abstract
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) has become one of the soughtafter technologies to
integrate in businesses in order to leverage its potential and create new competitive advantages.
However, the number of different architectures, concerns about the technical requirements and
energy consumption, and the gap between the existing needs for storing private data seamlessly
and the complex interface between this technology and the users make this technology difficult
to be implemented.
This project aims to provide a solution which aids in the integration of this technology by
developing a web service dedicated to this purpose. Firstly, an existing public ledger is selected
based on essential requirements. Then, new encrypted data structures are designed to facilitate
the upload of data to the public ledger and protect it at the same time. Finally, two use cases
are developed and presented to showcase its potential, and the overall performance and other
potential impacts of the system are assessed.
Keywords: distributed ledger technology, cryptography, web services, supply chain
management, internet of things
UNESCO codes: 331004 (Maintenance engineering), 331003 (Industrial processes),
330413 (Data transmission devices), 330417 (Realtime systems), 330418 (Storage devices)

Resumen
La Tecnología de Libro Mayor Distribuido o Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) se ha
convertido en una de las tecnologías candidatas para integrarse en las empresas con el fin
de aprovechar su potencial y crear nuevas ventajas competitivas. Sin embargo, la cantidad
de arquitecturas diferentes, las preocupaciones sobre los requisitos técnicos y el consumo de
energía, y la brecha entre las necesidades existentes para almacenar datos privados fácilmente
y la interfaz compleja entre esta tecnología y los usuarios hacen que esta tecnología sea difícil
de implementar.
Este proyecto tiene como objetivo proporcionar una solución que ayude en la integración
de esta tecnología mediante el desarrollo de un servicio web dedicado a este fin. En primer
lugar, se selecciona un libro mayor público existente en base a unos requisitos básicos. A
continuación, se diseñan nuevas estructuras de datos cifrados para facilitar la carga de datos
en el libro mayor público y protegerlos al mismo tiempo. Finalmente, se desarrollan y presentan
dos casos de uso para mostrar su potencial, y se evalúan el rendimiento general y otros posibles
impactos del sistema.
Palabras clave: tecnología de libro mayor distribuido, criptografía, servicios web, cadena
de suministro, internet de las cosas
Códigos UNESCO: 331004 (Ingeniería de mantenimiento), 331003 (Procesos industriales),
330413 (Dispositivos de transmisión de datos), 330417 (Sistemas en tiempo real), 330418
(Dispositivos de almacenamiento)
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
How data is stored, accessed, and modified while preserving its integrity and confidentiality
by protecting it has been an important challenge during the past decades. Nowadays, data
is present everywhere, from identification cards to industrial products and machinery, through
traditional emails.
Although manipulation of data has been improving during the past few years with
everincreasing transfer speeds and enhanced devices to perform all kinds of operations, the
transparency of such information between the parties involved as well as its integrity and
protection have been difficult characteristics to achieve. Moreover, the complexity of the
implementation of the available technologies and methodologies to achieve that is especially
notorious when resources in an organization are very limited.
In addition, many stakeholders expect that the information stored in their own systems be
readily available when needed and no one will tamper with it. However, reality is different. It
is vital for organizations to be prepared for possible attacks and data breaches, and to adopt
zerotrust strategies in order to keep it safe.
For example, some processes and/or certifications require and assume that the information
handed over by either a first or third party is correct to prove compliance, but it might not be the
case, and responsible persons must be aware of it, of any further unauthorized modifications,
and of any person who wants to act against the law by providing false, inaccurate and/or
incomplete information.
This work aims to develop an easytouse solution based on distributed ledger technology in
order to facilitate the inclusion of those soughtafter characteristics in already existing and new
processes of any organization via intuitive programming interfaces based on web technologies.
The core of the system, a public distributed ledger, will allow its users to include any
information requested or needed by any other third party or themselves with enough guarantees
of not being compromised. It will also provide additional advantages such as service reliability
and redundancy so that the information is always accessible and never lost.
Nevertheless, the adoption of this technology is not free from technical difficulties. The
public nature of the system means that the raw information included in the distributed system
will be visible for anyone, and that is not a desired side effect. In addition, the maintenance
of the system itself requires direct involvement in it, as it is not a service which can be directly
requested to other participants, which would be a plus for the system if the user is not keen on
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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dedicating firstparty resources to the system. Lastly, some recent applications and use cases
require specific ways of saving information in a particularly structured manner so that it can be
easily looked up.
The solution will be developed considering the aforementioned challenges in addition to
other important details such as scalability, performance, and cost, as well as the potential impact
on the environment and society, and the compliance with relevant local laws. In this way, in case
it is implemented and used in the future, these parameters are already considered.
Once the solution has been developed, it will be tested on a use case simulating how it could
be applied to the field of supply chain. Finally, it will be applied to a traditional system which
fetches sensor data from measuring devices so that this data is available to the relevant parties
and/or authorities.

4
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Chapter 2

OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this work is to develop a solution which achieves what is proposed in
the previous chapter: facilitating the use of a public distributed ledger to seamlessly integrate
this technology in other applications. It should be a system ready to use in production after
performing minor changes, and therefore the five following subobjectives should be fulfilled in
order to be complete:
• Selection of the public distributed ledger: given the fact that one of the most important
characteristics of the distributed ledgers on which its functioning relies is to have a network
of participants which are independent of one another, this work will use an already existing
public ledger with existing participants. To make an informed decision on the distributed
ledger to be used, additional factors such as performance and cost will be considered.
This step also includes getting acquainted with the entire system of the public ledger in
order to be able to use it as needed and later design the solution.
• Selection of algorithmic methods to keep the information safe: as stated in the
previous chapter, data stored in the public ledger must be protected somehow so that
only authorized users can read it. To achieve this, already existing algorithms which are
industry standards will be used with custom parameters which maximize the equilibrium
between security, low computational power, and high compatibility for most applications.
• Design of the methods for storing data: some information could be easily stored in
the public ledger by using just one entry (e.g., small files not related to one another), but
other kinds of data will benefit from custommade data structures (e.g., sensor data sent
repeatedly every fixed period of time). Two data structures will be designed to cover the
most common use cases, being flexible enough to be combined at will for any application
which requires it.
• Development of the web service dedicated to facilitating the use of the public ledger
system: this is the component of the solution which acts as the interface between the
end user of the solution designed and the public ledger. In its essence, it will offer
tools accessible via programming interfaces which implement, trigger, and execute the
functionalities designed and implemented under the hood.
• Testing of the solution in use cases: the endtoend solution will be implemented in
two use cases. The case study will be focused on supply chain, managing the tracking
of products during their life cycle and between different parties in a transparent way. The
real case will be the application of the system in an already deployed traditional system,
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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uploading sensor data to the public ledger and enabling its visualization by authorized
third parties.
Finally, a general evaluation of the results and performance explaining and analyzing its
main advantages and disadvantages as well as other important aspects such as the extent to
which the objectives have been fulfilled, social and economic impacts and legal compliance
issues will be presented.

6
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Chapter 3

STATE OF THE ART
This chapter aims to provide an understanding of the knowledge base necessary to fulfill the
objectives stated in the previous chapter. Additionally, it will explore the most recent trends in
the topics involved.

3.1

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY (DLT) AND THE IOTA
TANGLE

Firstly, it is important to know the main technology on which this work relies: Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT). The origin of DLT dates back to 2009, when an author (or several authors)
published a cryptographic solution on a whitepaper [1] under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto.
This solution called Bitcoin was based on blockchain technology and allowed “to transfer this
cryptoasset between parties that did not need to know each other and did not require a trusted
third party.” [2, p. 2] On February 2021, the market value of this cryptocurrency surpassed $1
trillion and traded above $54,000 per coin, which represents an increase of 360% during the
past six months [3]. However, not only have cryptocurrencies drawn the attention to companies,
banks, and investors in the recent years because of their potentially high profitability, but also
because of the huge potential of the underlying technology. For instance, Banco Santander
partnered with Ripple “to explore how blockchain could make transactions faster, cheaper and
more transparent.” [4] Nevertheless, the scope of DLT is not limited to finance, as depicted in
Figure 3.1.
Distributed ledgers are a subset of distributed databases as shown in Figure 3.2, where
data is stored across multiple computing devices. There are many different architectures of DLT
systems which differ in the way that ledger entries are stored. In fact, many subtle differences
in how the DLT system is implemented can be found between projects. However, the two most
common approaches represented in Figure 3.3 are:
• Blockchain: this technology is perhaps the most common and it is used in wellknown
projects such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. It can be understood as “a clever combination of
existing technologies (P2P networking, distributed timestamping, cryptographic hashing
functions, digital signatures, and Merkle trees, among others) that have in some cases
existed for decades.” [5, p. 15] Simply put, it consists of a “chain of cryptographically
linked ‘blocks’ containing batched transactions,” [5, p. 11] being all data broadcasted to
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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all participants in the network.
• Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG): projects such as IOTA and Hashgraph are based on
this technology, considering their own technicalities. The foundations are the same as for
blockchain and they mainly differ in the topology used. “DAGs have no regular topology”
[6, p. 1] and “blockchain could be considered as the simplest DAG with the blocks
connected in a chain,” [6, p. 1] more similar to a linked list. In IOTA and Hashgraph,
“each element ... has exactly two direct ancestors (‘parents’),” [6, p. 1] while in Bitcoin
and Ethereum “each block (except the first and the last one) has one predecessor (so
called ‘parent’) and one successor (so called ‘child’).” [6, p. 1]

Figure 3.1: Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) use cases (Adapted from: [5, p. 37])
Regardless of the architecture selected for implementing the distributed ledger, DLT provides
its users with many advantages, including:

• Automated reconciliation mechanisms: distributed ledgers facilitate the detection of
mistakes such as missing records and reduce “traditional reconciliation efforts required for
‘siloed’ databases, thereby significantly increasing processing speed and reducing costs
throughout the entire operational process.” [5, p. 90]
• Transparent nature: this feature “enables traceability of anything represented on the
ledger, preventing manipulation through the public auditability of the system.” [5, p. 90]
This transparency is harnessed by new functionalities built on top of the core technology of
distributed ledgers. For example, smart contracts allow the automatic execution of terms
and conditions of an agreement between different parties [7].
• Resilience: as distributed ledgers rely on interconnected computing devices usually
spread around the world, the entire system stores data with “higher availability and
reliability, as well as protection at the system level against some types of cyberattacks.”
[5, p. 90]
8
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Figure 3.2: Classification of distributed databases

Figure 3.3: Main architectures in Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
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But it also entails some challenges and risks that have been identified and each project tries
to minimize:
• Privacy, confidentiality, and legal risks: public ledgers expose all data publicly being
readily available for everyone. This could lead to potential issues related to protection of
data and/or law compliance due to international transfers.
• Interoperability, scalability, and performance: although “a variety of methods exist
to achieve crosschain interoperability,” [5, p. 67] the “lack of standards makes
interoperability between networks built on different protocol specifications difficult to
achieve.” [5, p. 67] In addition, the proofs of work used to prevent malicious attacks
consume large amounts of energy, making the entire system difficult to scale efficiently.
The use of FieldProgrammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) aims to improve the scalability by
performing the associated operations faster and lowering their cost, being particularly
useful when dealing with resourceconstrained devices [8].
• Reluctance to change established business processes: as DLT is a big leap from
the traditional approaches considered to solve and execute business problems and
processes, respectively, this may hinder the transformation of longestablished companies
which have been trusting in other traditional technologies, at least in the short term.
“IOTA is an open source, feeless, and scalable distributed ledger technology, designed to
support frictionless data and value transfer.” [9] Its architecture falls into the second category
listed above, and it claims to differentiate from other DLTs by standing out especially in the
following matters:
• Data structure: the IOTA Tangle data structure is a DAG, and it claims to reduce the
bottleneck that blockchains face when attaching new transactions. In the IOTA Tangle,
new transactions can be added anywhere, while in blockchains, new transactions can
only be added at the end of the chain. This leads to faster confirmation times (when
further elements are attached to the current element).
• Consensus: the IOTA public network is composed of IOTA nodes which handle the
processing and storing of transactions in the IOTA Tangle, and it has no miners. Miners
are special users of a blockchain who complete the Proof of Work (PoW) “required to chain
the blocks together.” [9] They receive transaction fees in exchange for performing such
work which also “secures blockchain networks by making it difficult to attack, change, or
stop.” [9] In the IOTA Tangle, the PoW “is used only to discourage spam transactions,” [9]
which is performed in one node (sharding mechanism) instead of in a set of nodes and
can be easily validated by the rest of the IOTA nodes making the system more scalable.
• Transaction fees: the IOTA network has no transaction fees. Most DLT networks charge
its users with a fee tied to the transactions in their own cryptocurrency. However, in this
case, there are no miners and “each transaction references and approves two previous
ones.” [9] The PoW is the only fee to use the IOTA network, and the more users use the
system, the faster it becomes.
In addition, another key feature of IOTA which makes it deserve its name is that it focuses
on blending in with the Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Proof of that is that IOTA has partnered
with STMicroelectronics, and a software expansion has been developed for the STM32Cube
programming platform which allows their microcontrollers to behave as light nodes (they can
10
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create addresses and signatures, as well as sign transactions which are later sent to full nodes
to be validated and stored) [10].
As for how data is attached to the IOTA Tangle, the distributed ledger is based on its own
ternary numeral system (hereinafter referred to as IOTA ternary system). Table 3.1 shows
the tryte encoding used by this system. “Data is represented in balanced ternary, which
consists of 1, 0, or 1. These values are called trits, and three of them are equal to one
tryte, which can have 27 (33 ) possible values.” [9] However, messages (data) in transactions
are not limited to the tryteencoded characters. IOTA client libraries can optionally handle the
conversion from American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters to
trytes (tryteencoded characters) by using the following equations, representing each ASCII
character as two trytes:

T1 = U % 27
T2 = (U − T1 )/27

(3.1)

where U is the decimal Unicode value of the ASCII character, and T1 and T2 are the
corresponding pair of trytes (decimal values).
There are two types of transactions which are later grouped into bundles when attached to
the IOTA Tangle:
• Zerovalue transactions: these transactions only contain data. In other words, they
do not transfer any IOTA tokens (i), but the PoW must be performed anyway, and its
timestamp must not be older than 10 minutes in order to be accepted by the IOTA node
to which they are sent.
• Value transactions: these transactions either withdraw or deposit IOTA tokens from IOTA
addresses. Aside from the checks carried out for zerovalue transactions, the value of any
transaction must not exceed the total global supply, all tokens which are withdrawn from
an address must be deposited into one or more other addresses and their signatures must
be valid. They can be classified into input transactions (to withdraw IOTA tokens from an
address) and output transactions (to deposit IOTA tokens into one or more addresses).
The anatomy of an IOTA transaction is defined by its fields, listed and explained in Table
3.2. Its contents add up to exactly 2673 trytes. Note that the transaction hash (whose length is
81 trytes) is not embedded in the transaction.
Each transaction is sent to a specific address. Addresses can be understood as account
numbers of a brickandmortar bank. They are sequences of 81 trytes generated by using the
Kerl hash function. This function takes a seed as one of its arguments, which is the master
key of the addresses it generates. In fact, the person who owns the seed is the owner of all the
addresses generated from it. “A seed can have an almost unlimited number of addresses (957 ).”
[9] To prove ownership of addresses, bundle hashes are digitally signed with the corresponding
private key also generated with the seed, so that the resulting signature (embedded in the
transactions) can be used to verify the owner.
When sending a transaction to an IOTA node by means of the endpoints exposed by the
IOTA nodes, an additional parameter, the depth, “defines how many milestones in the past the
node starts the tip selection algorithm” [9] to reference and approve two previous transactions.
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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TRYEENCODED
CHARACTER

TRITS

DECIMAL
NUMBER

9

0, 0, 0

0

A

1, 0, 0

1

B

1, 1, 0

2

C

0, 1, 0

3

D

1, 1, 0

4

E

1, 1, 1

5

F

0, 1, 1

6

G

1, 1, 1

7

H

1, 0, 1

8

I

0, 0, 1

9

J

1, 0, 1

10

K

1, 1, 1

11

L

0, 1, 1

12

M

1, 1, 1

13

N

1, 1, 1

13

O

0, 1, 1

12

P

1, 1, 1

11

Q

1, 0, 1

10

R

0, 0, 1

9

S

1, 0, 1

8

T

1, 1, 1

7

U

0, 1, 1

6

V

1, 1, 1

5

W

1, 1, 0

4

X

0, 1, 0

3

Y

1, 1, 0

2

Z

1, 0, 0

1

Table 3.1: Tryte encoding in IOTA (Source: [9])
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FIELD

TRYTES

DESCRIPTION

signatureMessageFragment  string

2187

A signature or a message, both of
which may be fragmented over many
transactions in a bundle. This field
contains all 9’s where no message is
defined.

address  string

81

Contains either the sender’s or
recipient’s address.
This field
contains a recipient’s address if the
transaction is an output transaction.

value  integer

27

Amount of IOTA tokens to either
deposit (positive value) into an
address or withdraw (negative value)
from it.

obsoleteTag  string

27

Userdefined
removed).

timestamp  integer

9

Unix epoch (seconds since Jan 1,
1970). This field is notenforced and
its value can be arbitrary.

currentIndex  integer

9

Index of the current transaction in the
bundle.

lastIndex  integer

9

Index of the last transaction in the
bundle.

bundle  string

81

Bundle hash, which is derived
from a hash of the values of the
following transaction fields: address,
value, obsoleteTag, currentIndex,
lastIndex, and timestamp. These
fields are called the bundle essence.

trunkTransaction  string

81

Transaction hash of either an existing
transaction in the Tangle or of the
transaction with the next index in the
bundle.

branchTransaction  string

81

Transaction hash of an existing
transaction in the Tangle.

attachmentTag  string

27

Userdefined tag.

attachmentTimestamp  integer

9

Unix epoch (milliseconds since Jan 1,
1970 after proof of work was done).

tag

(soon

to

be

attachmentTimestampLowerBound
integer



9

Lower
limit
attachmentTimestamp
currently used).

of
field

the
(not

attachmentTimestampUpperBound
integer



9

Upper
limit
attachmentTimestamp
currently used).

of
field

the
(not

27

Trytes that represent the PoW.

nonce  string

Table 3.2: Anatomy of an IOTA transaction (Adapted from [9])
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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Once all the fields except the nonce are filled in, the PoW is calculated using the Curl hash
function. This process is repeated iteratively until the transaction hash ends up having the
same number of 0 trits that the Minimum Weight Magnitude (MWM) required by the IOTA
network. After completing the PoW, the resulting nonce is included in its corresponding field
of the transaction, and other IOTA nodes can simply “hash all the transaction fields and check
how many 0 trits the hash ends in” [9] to verify it. The resulting raw transaction trytes after the
PoW are then ready to be attached to the IOTA Tangle.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that DLT solutions ideally should have the three following
characteristics: scalability, security, and decentralization. However, “current DLT solutions
can guarantee at most two of these three characteristics at the same time,” [11] and the IOTA
Tangle is not an exception. The IOTA Tangle is secure and scalable, but it is not completely
decentralized, yet. The Coordinator (application run by the IOTA Foundation) “sends signed
transactions called milestones that nodes trust and use to confirm transactions.” [11] There is
work in progress to remove the Coordinator.

3.2

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS

As cryptography is a broad topic which covers many subtopics which are not relevant for the
objectives of this work, this section will provide the reader with a highlevel overview of featured
cryptographic algorithms in order to understand the basis of the tailormade algorithms used in
IOTA and why these featured algorithms are going to be used in this work.
In plain English, “cryptography is the science of secret writing with the goal of hiding the
meaning of a message.” [12, p. 3] The idea is to switch from the risky scenario in Figure 3.4 to
the safe scenario in Figure 3.5. In computer science, this is achieved by means of cryptographic
algorithms, which can be classified into two main categories:

• Symmetric algorithms: symmetric cryptography is perhaps the first that comes to mind
when talking about cryptography, and all cryptography “until 1976 was exclusively based
on symmetric methods.” [12, p. 3] In its essence, “two parties have an encryption and
decryption method for which they share a secret key.” [12, p. 3] Nowadays, symmetric
ciphers are especially used for data encryption and integrity check of messages.
• Asymmetric algorithms: “an entirely different type of cipher was introduced by Whitfield
Diffie, Martin Hellman and Ralph Merkle” [12, p. 3] in 1976. In this case, “a user possesses
a secret key as in symmetric cryptography but also a public key,” [12, p. 3] and each key
is exclusively dedicated to either encrypting or decrypting the data. Nowadays, they are
largely used in applications such as digital signing and key establishment, but also for
data encryption.

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a block (fixedlength group of bits) cipher
largely used in the industry today for symmetric cryptography, and it became a standard in
the United States by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001 [13].
It has been integrated into other important standards such as the WiFi encryption standard
IEEE 802.11i and the Secure SHell network protocol (SSH). Its standard version is based on
encrypting (and decrypting) a block of 128 bits with a symmetric (unique) key whose size can be
128, 192 or 256 bits (the smaller the key, the faster the performance). The operations performed
14
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Figure 3.4: Nonprivate communication between two parties subject to data leakage
(Adapted from: [12, p. 5])

Figure 3.5: Private communication between two parties with cryptographic encryption
(Adapted from: [12, p. 5])
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are intended to cause diffusion (the plaintext cannot be recognized from the ciphertext) and
confusion (the key cannot be derived from the ciphertext).
To coordinate the encryption (and decryption) of more than one block of data, there exist
several modes of operation. All modes provide confidentiality, but other interesting features
which are worth having are authentication and integrity. In other words, it is desired to keep
the content of the message from sender to receiver secret but knowing if the message is really
created by the sender and checking its integrity are extremely useful additions. These features
can be achieved with the Galois Counter Mode (GCM). Under the hood, this mode computes
on the sender’s side a Message Authentication Code (MAC), also known as a cryptographic
checksum, and then this MAC is computed again on the receiver’s side. If they match, the
message was received from the intended sender, and nobody tampered with it. This mode
protects not only the data to encrypt but also the additional authenticated data.
As for asymmetric cryptography, the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) algorithm is currently
the most widely used, and it was patented in the United States in 1977 until 2000 [14]. This
scheme is especially used in applications involving encryption of small pieces of data such as
key transport over the Internet and in digital certificates on web browsers. It is based on integer
factorization and the fact that it is difficult to factor large integer numbers.
The public and private keys consist basically of two parameters each. They share the first
parameter, the modulus (product of two prime numbers used to generate the key pair), but the
second parameter is unique to each of them: the public exponent (this exponent and the totient
of the modulus should be coprime) and private exponent (derived from the previous values),
respectively. The first two prime numbers, the public exponent and the size of the modulus are
carefully selected so that the private key cannot be determined from the values of the public
key. In addition, the modulus size defines the key size, and for RSA in particular, it should be
at least 1024 bits long. The data to be encrypted cannot be longer than this size. Note that for
any given modulus there are many key pairs to prevent bruteforce attacks. The idea behind
this algorithm is that the two complementary keys can be used to do and undo the encryption
separately. Depending on the context, the private and public keys may be used for one purpose
or the other. For example, when signing digitally, which also provides nonrepudiation, contents
are signed with the private key and then they are verified with the public key. However, when
exchanging messages via communication services, the message is encrypted with the public
key and then it is decrypted using the private key. Both scenarios share in common one thing:
the private key must always be kept private, and they are not usually interchangeably. Public
keys may have the same exponent for software compatibility and performance reasons, making
the public key easy to find out if the private key is shared.
Hash functions are special cryptographic algorithms. “They compute a digest of a message
which is a short, fixedlength bitstring. For a particular message, the message digest, or hash
value, can be seen as the fingerprint of a message.” [12, p. 293] They can be either dedicated
hash functions or block cipherbased hash functions, and they differ from the previous ones in
two main things: there are no keys involved in the process and they are not designed to encrypt
the text and decrypt it later (i.e., they are oneway functions).
The Kerl and Curl hash functions mentioned in the previous section and used in the IOTA
Tangle fall into this category, being custom hash functions. In addition, there are several
wellknown families of hash algorithms, but this document will focus on the Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA) family. “The US NIST published a new message digest standard, which was
coined the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), in 1993,” [12, p. 304] and new versions have been
developed since then. In 1995, SHA0 was updated to SHA1, but the main problem of both
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algorithms is that the maximum collision resistance (when two inputs that are hashed lead to
the same output) is about 280 . Thus, the NIST introduced new hash functions often referred to
as SHA2. Three variants of SHA1 comprise SHA2: SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512, with
message digest lengths of 256, 384 and 512 bits, respectively. A later modification, SHA224,
was introduced in 2004. SHA3 is the last member added to the SHA family, published by the
NIST on August 5, 2015.
Hash functions can act as an intermediary when signing large documents. As the RSA
algorithm does not allow the encryption of data whose size is greater than the modulus size
to sign a document which exceeds this value, the hash value of that document can be signed
instead of the whole document, preserving the integrity check.
Nevertheless, there are many computations involved when using asymmetric cryptography
(multiplying two primes is computationally easy, but factoring the result is much harder), and
therefore RSA is considerably slower than other symmetric algorithms such as AES. In practice,
both are combined so that, for example, RSA is used to secure the exchange or transport of the
key for AES, and then AES performs the actual data encryption. To improve their performance,
not only are there software implementations of these algorithms, but also hardware solutions.
For example, the AES instruction set is included in many processors [15] and there are hardware
algorithms designed for fast modular exponentiation, very useful for improving the performance
of RSA [16].
As for the keys themselves in both symmetric and asymmetric schemes, they must be
transferred or distributed among the parties involved somehow in order to be used, also known
as key establishment. This process should also be secured and faces some challenges
regarding how the information is transferred. There are multiple formats and encodings
defined to exchange keys easily. This is especially useful for asymmetric cryptography, as
the generation of these keys is usually more complex, and their size is several times longer
than the size of keys used in symmetric cryptography. A common approach is to encode them
and use Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) data structures which are platformagnostic.
For example, the PublicKey Cryptography Standards (PKCS) #1 standard [17] defines the
ASN.1 syntax for representing the RSA private and public keys, and they can be later saved
in a Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) formatted file containing the binary representation of
those keys. Note that the private key contains more information than is needed to apply the RSA
algorithm. This redundant information contains precomputed values which can be later used to
speed up the operations of the implemented algorithms (e.g., by using the Chinese Remainder
Algorithm for faster exponentiation with large numbers).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that these algorithms are not exempt from future attacks,
and some vulnerabilities have already been discovered in these cryptographic algorithms. For
example, “an RSA private key with small public exponent can be efficiently recovered given a
0.27 fraction of its bits at random” [18, p. 1] in cold boot attacks. As for the IOTA’s custom
algorithms, an identified vulnerability of the Curl hash function allowed the creation of “two
payments —a benign payment and a malicious payment— such that a signature on the benign
payment is also a valid signature on the malicious payment.” [19, p. 2] This vulnerability has
already been patched.
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3.3

WEB SERVICES

Web services are paramount in today’s word. Although there are many valid definitions for them,
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defined a web service as “a software system designed
to support interoperable machinetomachine interaction over a network.” [20] Traditionally, a
web service had an interface described in Web Service Description Language (WSDL), which
is a machineprocessable format, and other systems interacted with the service by means of
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages “typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML
serialization in conjunction with other Webrelated standards.” [20]
However, this schema has notably changed since the inception of web services. There are
several reasons why this schema is no longer used in the industry, but the ones which are worth
highlighting are:
• Everchanging business requirements: this solution was not designed for fastmoving
and dynamic environments. Besides, “the claimed benefits and hype of SOA tempted
organizations to adopt it even when their particular context said the contrary.” [21, p. 4]
• Absence of widely accepted standards of use: organizations developed and/or
described web services “using divergent specification practices and concept models.” [21,
p. 4]
• Daunting requirements regarding service discovery: “daunting requirements
regarding service discovery ... or service contracts agreements (WSLA) hindered the
adoption of early SOA models.” [21, p. 4]
Then, REpresentational State Transfer (REST) came into play as “a simpler, lightweight and
costeffective alternative to SOAPbased services,” [21, p. 4] a term coined by Roy Fielding in
2000 but put into practice a decade later. “RESTful services use the basic builtin HTTP remote
interaction methods (PUT, POST, GET, and DELETE) and apply their intended semantics to
access any URIreferenceable resource.” [21, p. 4] These methods became a standardized
Application Programming Interface (API) for services, making them much easier to publish and
consume by making requests to endpoints which are later handled in the server internally.
During the recent years, “REST and HTTP (and JSON as data exchange format) became
ubiquitous in the industry, in detriment of WSDL/SOAP based solutions.” [21, p. 4]
Nowadays, thanks to this approach “most of the issues related to defining, classifying and
characterizing services and composition solutions ... are overcome.” [21, p. 5] However, other
challenges and problems have arisen because of the recent advances in and emerging of new
technologies, and the countless number of devices which are communicating over the Internet.
The architectures used to provide these services in the best way possible, tailored to the
specific requirements of each application, are continuously evolving. Listed below are the most
relevant breakthroughs in this field and additional outstanding functionalities that have been
developed during the last few years. They complement the essential objectives of web services
and help maximize their advantages while minimizing negative impacts on an everchanging
environment:
• Microservices: “a microservices architecture splits your application into multiple services
that perform finegrained functions and are part of your application as a whole,” [22]
leading to additional advantages such as greater scalability and easier maintenance. A
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microservice is packaged into a container “that include everything that it needs to run,
including code, dependencies, libraries, binaries, and more” [22] and they “share the
operating system kernel” [22] as opposed to Virtual Machines (VMs), being one layer of
the stack removed as shown in Figure 3.6, and making them less platformdependent and
easier to set up in different environments. “Docker and Kubernetes are the most popular
frameworks to orchestrate multiple containers in enterprise environments.” [22]
• ‘X’ as a service: there are many terms in the recent business models related to
Information Technology (IT) development and operations (DevOps) which end in ‘as a
service’. These terms range from the older Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software
as a Service (SaaS) terms to the newest ones such as Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS). These services with growing adoption
(see Figure 3.7) are currently mainly offered by cloud providers, and they are usually
encompassed in an allinone product such as Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud
Platform and Microsoft Azure. One of the current trends is Function as a Service (FaaS).
It is a serverless solution which enables the creation of more efficient and scalable
applications which do not need all the capabilities of a fully featured server. The next
step in today’s business landscape is moving on to Everything as a Service (XaaS), which
aims to be a key piece in future business strategies [23].
• Data fetching: as mentioned earlier, data on web services is usually manipulated through
specific RESTful APIs. However, another approach has emerged in the recent years:
GraphQL. It is a query language [24] which aims to be an alternative to REST when dealing
with data which needs to be retrieved in specific ways, reducing API calls. However, it is
not a full replacement, and it is not suitable for every project. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9
show that three requests which are needed to fetch social media data using RESTful
APIs can be reduced to just one query using GraphQL, handling the API requests in the
background.
Lastly, needless to say that these web services, also known as backends, are then
consumed by different applications and devices, also known as frontends, regardless of their
development company or their manufacturer thanks to their interoperability. There are many
types of applications which can be classified according to different criteria. For example,
attending to where they are running, they can be native, hybrid or web depending on the degree
that they rely on web technologies and are decoupled from the specific Operating System
(OS). When releasing applications within the business environment, it is important to know the
availability of the necessary resources and technologies inside, but when they are released to
the public, it is important to consider how technologies are distributed across the market, as at
the time of writing five major OSs constitute almost 100% of the market share [28].
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the stacks of virtual machines and containers (Source:
[25])

Figure 3.7: Cloud adoption survey results in 2020 (Source: [26])
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Figure 3.8: Requests and responses using RESTful APIs (Adapted from: [27])

Figure 3.9: Query and response using GraphQL (Adapted from: [27])
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Chapter 4

METHODOLOGY
This work follows an action research approach. Based on the problem statement introduced in
Chapter 1, the objectives presented in Chapter 2 and the current state of the art summarized
in Chapter 3, a new solution will be developed to fulfill the objectives and a detailed analysis
supported by two additional use cases will be presented.
The following sections will provide an understanding of the general framework on which this
work is going to be performed before explaining the design and development of the solution
itself in the next chapter.

4.1

TECHNOLOGY SELECTION AND STANDARDS

Before starting to develop the core system, some prior decisions regarding technology selection
must be made.
Firstly, the target DLT should be chosen. The three soughtafter characteristics of the
distributed ledger to be used in this project, tightly associated with the previously stated
objectives, are: data transparency, lowcost transactions, and flexibility on technical resources
available. All these characteristics are achieved with the IOTA Tangle. Although data
transparency is present in most ledgers, the rest of the ledgers presented in the previous chapter
require the payment of fees in their own cryptocurrency to use their systems, and most of them
require performing computationally expensive operations beyond the capabilities of IoT devices
and/or regular machines.
IOTA networks can be permissioned or permissionless. In this way, IOTA permissioned
networks allow companies to create their own IOTA Tangle of which they would have the
control. However, for the sake of data transparency and for the scope of this work, the official
permissionless IOTA networks are going to be used. The Mainnet network is the main IOTA
network, while the Devnet network is used for testing purposes. The former must be the one
used in production and will be used for the use cases presented in this work, while the latter will
be used for testing the software developed, as the PoW difficulty required to attach transactions
is lesser and faster.
Secondly, as mentioned earlier, this work heavily relies on both flavors of cryptography:
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. In this work, the AES and RSA algorithms are going
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to be used, respectively, because of their robustness, penetration in the industry and being
sufficiently tested. As for AES, the GCM mode of operation is going to be the selected one,
providing authenticity and integrity capabilities. However, aside from deciding which algorithms
are going to be used, some additional parameters must also be considered.
AES requires specifying the key size, the nonce length, and the tag length for GCM. As
the input size of the plaintext is the same as the output size of the ciphertext, the selection of
one size over another has no implications on the size of the information to be stored. Although
the AES128 is still secure, the AES256 with GCM (AES256GCM) is going to be used for
the system to be more resilient to future technological breakthroughs or potential discoveries of
security flaws which may reduce their effectiveness. This decision leads to longer encryption
and decryption times, but the difference is negligible for the plaintext sizes that are going to be
handled in this work. As per NIST SP 80038D recommendation [29], the nonce length will be
12 bytes and the tag length will be 8 bytes. Both values will be appended to the ciphertext in
order to be decrypted later.
RSA requires the specification of the modulus length for both private and public keys, as
well as the public exponent of the public key. In this case, the modulus length has implications
on the input size of the plaintext and output size of the ciphertext. The input size of the plaintext
must not exceed the modulus length, and the output size of the ciphertext size is equal to the
modulus length. Considering how brute force attacks might affect this algorithm because of the
key size when compared to the key size selected for AES, the key size of 2048 bits provides a
similar level of security in that sense, as well as enough room for encrypting hash values of up
to 256 bytes (asymmetric cryptography is going be used for signing hash values of contents,
not the entire contents). As for the public exponent, the value of 65537 is going to be used.
This value is commonly used in practical applications because it is prime, large enough to avoid
attacks, and facilitates the calculations in computers performing them faster.
For the hash values to be signed, the SHA256 hash function is going to be used, which
outputs a digest message of 256 bits, being much less susceptible to attacks and collisions
than older versions and widely supported in software tools.
Aside from the parameters used to perform the encryption and decryption, key derivation
is also important in both cases. As a rule of thumb, the weakness of the encryption algorithm
and key derivation steps defines the overall strength of cryptographic schemes. For the AES
algorithm, the scrypt passwordbased key derivation function will return a random key providing
three arguments: password, salt (a series of random bytes) and key size. For the RSA
algorithm, both keys are generated from two random large prime numbers whose product is
of the required modulus size in bits, plus the previously indicated public exponent.
To manage and transport these keys whenever it is necessary, both keys are going to be
encoded in humanreadable formats. The symmetric (AES) keys are going to be encoded in
the hexadecimal system, being the 256bit key stored in a string of hexadecimal characters
whose fixed length is 64 characters. The asymmetric (RSA) keys are going to be encoded
in the Base64 system, previously encoded in DER (binary) and formatted as indicated in the
standards X.509 in case of the public key and PKCS#8 in case of the private key (in separate
strings). Note that the private key length will always be greater than the public key length
because it will contain more parameters.
Thirdly, after deciding the cryptographic parameters and how the keys are going to be
handled, another important decision to consider is how the web service is going to be developed.
It is important to consider the framework on which the web service is going to be based.
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The decision is going to be taken for the backend architecture. That is, once implemented, any
frontend will be able to use it, and any decisions on technologies to be used on the frontend
side are not tied to the decisions made for this backend. There exist many popular frameworks
to develop the backend: Express, Spring, Django, ASP.NET Core, etc. They are tied to specific
programming languages: JavaScript, Java, Python, C#, etc. Although any framework could
be used to develop the system presented in this work with similar performance, the Express
framework which leverages the Node.js runtime environment is going to be used for the following
reasons:

• Seamless JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) support: JSON is a widely extended
format used for exchanging data over the Internet, and it is going to be extensively used
in this work. The native support of this format means that no additional libraries or addins
need to be installed for this purpose.
• Scalability: it accommodates to many infrastructure architectures and integrates
smoothly in services from cloud providers.
• Eventdriven,
asynchronous,
nonblocking
Input/Output
(I/O)
model:
computationally expensive operations (e.g., cryptographic algorithms) which take
more time than regular ones will benefit from this feature.

The programming language on which this framework relies is JavaScript. However,
JavaScript is a scripting language which is interpreted, and therefore, possible errors will occur
during runtime. An alternative superset of JavaScript has been developed to enhance the
JavaScript coding experience by helping avoid mistakes which could lead to that kind of errors:
TypeScript. This programming language is slightly different from JavaScript and adds, among
other things: classes, interfaces, static typing and type checking. These features make the
development of large projects more scalable and maintainable, and all the code written in
TypeScript is later transpiled to JavaScript for full compatibility. In this case, the target version
of the JavaScript language specification to which the TypeScript code is going to be transpiled
is ECMAScript 2019. In addition, the code written in TypeScript is going to follow the style
recommended by the Airbnb guidelines1 , in order to maintain uniformity throughout the entire
project and for it to have a standardized and widely accepted style to facilitate code reuse and
extensibility.
Lastly, another prior decision to take is where the web service is going to be hosted. In
this case, the IOTA node will be running on a VM hosted on a physical server. As the same
infrastructure has more VMs available and the web service must be tied to a specific IOTA node,
the web service is going to be installed on another VM of the same server, making the system
easier to maintain. More information is provided in the following section.

4.2

TECHNICAL RESOURCES AND REQUIREMENTS

Before designing and implementing the entire system it is necessary to consider the resources
which are going to be used as well as the requirements which they need to meet for the project
to be successful.
1
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It is important to distinguish between two sets of requirements. The development of the
project needs some specific requirements, but if it were to be used in production, the minimum
resources and requirements are different and less constrained. The software and hardware
resources needed to design and implement the core system of this work are:
• Visual Studio Code IDE2 : this Integrated Development Environment (IDE) will be used
to develop the different applications and programs needed in this work.
• Node.js runtime environment3 : this JavaScript runtime environment will be used to run
the web service.
• NPM package manager3 : additional libraries and packages will be downloaded by means
of this package manager. It will be used to handle the different dependencies of the
applications and programs developed. It is distributed along with the Node.js runtime
environment.
• Local computer: it will be used to develop the different applications and programs needed
in this work. Although they can be developed using any of the major OSs (the previous
software tools are crossplatform), the open source Linux distribution Ubuntu 20.04 is
going to be the selected one running on an isolated VM, and the commands provided
in the materials of this work will be targeted to this OS. The VM will meet the previous
software requirements which can be found on their downloads page.
• Remote server: this rackmounted server is physically located in the Escuela Técnica
Superior de Ingenieros Industriales (ETSII), Madrid (Spain). This server contains multiple
VM instances which can be accessed remotely provided that the public Internet Protocol
(IP) address is known. As mentioned in the previous section, one of these VMs has
an IOTA node installed which is part of the public IOTA network and will be running
and publicly accessible through the following Uniform Resource Locator (URL): https:
//iota.etsii.upm.es. It will be the one used to interact with the Mainnet during the
development of the system, and another dedicated VM will be used to deploy the web
service developed in this work.

If the system were to be deployed in production, the web service and the IOTA node can
be decoupled from the same machine. For example, the IOTA node could run on onpremise
infrastructure while the web service could be hosted on a server located in the cloud. This
server would need to allow the installation of the Node.js runtime environment as well as the
NPM package manager. The Visual Studio Code IDE and the computer are only needed during
the development phase. Additional resources and considerations on how to implement the
examples and use cases will be specified in their corresponding sections.

4.3

GITHUB REPOSITORY

The code used throughout this project has been uploaded to a public GitHub repository. In this
way, the exploration of the different parts of the project is easier for the reader, and they are
invited to contribute to the project and/or reuse parts of it. The URL is:
2
3

Downloads: https://code.visualstudio.com/
Downloads: https://nodejs.org/en/download/
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https://github.com/ramosjaj/tfm-mii
The main folders present in the root of the repository are:
• iota-tools: this is the core of the entire project. It contains the code used to run the web
service to interact with the IOTA network.
• iot-stream: a simple example of usage of the web service can be found in this folder.
• pow: this folder contains an addin which can be embedded in the web service to delegate
the PoW calculations outside the IOTA node.
• case-study: this case study shows a hypothetical use case of the system in supply chain
management.
• real-case: it contains the code related to the implementation of the system along with an
existing centralized database.
• deployment: these scripts can be used to deploy the previous solutions.
• tests: these scripts can be used to test the performance of the system deployed.
More information related to each part can be found in the README.md files. Further references
to this repository in the rest of this document will be indicated as follows:
/FOLDER_NAME[/FILE_NAME]
When embedding a code snippet located therein, it will be enclosed by a green box. Its
output will be enclosed by a gray box.

4.4

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

A few additional nontechnical matters related to licensing and compliance must be addressed
beforehand.
On the one hand, all the software developed in this work is subject to the licenses of
its dependencies, being all of them permissive. The new original software (code) developed
throughout this work is subject to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) license, also
indicated in the LICENSE file located in the root of the repository. The MIT license is a permissive
license which enables high compatibility with licenses of other pieces of software.
On the other hand, if the software developed were to be used in production, it must comply
with the applicable local laws. More specifically, in Spain, a member state of the European
Union (EU), the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) applies. How DLT might affect the
compliance with this Regulation will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
5.1

CONSTRUCTION OF ENCRYPTED DATA STRUCTURES IN
IOTA

Data structures in the IOTA Tangle rely on transactions, which were explained in detail in
Chapter 3. However, data must be processed beforehand to be sent in a specific format, and
it is desirable to protect it from unwanted eyes. The following sections explain the construction
of two new data structures which facilitate the transfer of data across the IOTA Tangle.

5.1.1 MESSAGES: ENCRYPTED DATA EMBEDDED IN TRANSACTIONS
In this work, a message will be the simplest data structure which will leverage the possibility
of sending only data embedded in transactions, without having to transfer IOTA tokens in the
process. It will also pave the way for the next data structure.
The message content will be a character string by design, and it will follow the 8bit Unicode
Transformation Format (UTF8) encoding. The character length of this encoding ranges from
1 byte (ASCII characters) to 4 bytes (Emoji characters), taking into account that all ASCII
characters are represented with 1 byte (the eighth bit is ignored). When transferring data over
the Internet and between applications, the JSON is commonly used. If this notation is used,
it is important to know that the definition and closing characters (the two curly brackets, the
neutral quotation mark, and the comma characters, which take a space of 1 byte each in UTF8
encoding) also count towards the final length of the message content.
The character string is later encrypted following the AES256GCM symmetric encryption
algorithm with the parameters indicated in Chapter 4. A symmetric key of 256 bits (entered in
hexadecimal format to simplify its manipulation) is required for this encryption to work, and a tag
and nonce must be preserved along with the encrypted message to decrypt it later and check
its integrity. The output of this process is a sequence of bytes (buffer) with the same length as
the necessary bytes to store the original character string. However, it is necessary to represent
this information in a standardized way to be processed later by different tools. In this case, the
buffer obtained is immediately converted to hexadecimal format and the result will be stored in a
new character string. Since hexadecimal symbols (A-F and 0-9) corresponding to 4 bits (half a
byte) are being printed to the string, two values per byte are used, and therefore the final length
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of the encrypted character string turns out to be twice as long as the original character string in
bytes. In addition, the nonce and tag obtained after the encryption process must be attached to
the message in order to check the message integrity, in this case, at the beginning of the string
in hexadecimal format, ending up adding 20 bytes (40 hexadecimal characters).
Finally, after encrypting the message content it must be prepared to be embedded in a
transaction. The signatureMessageFragment field of a transaction will store all the data.
However, data must be entered in the IOTAspecific ternary format, and the maximum storage
capacity of this field is 2187 trytes. Therefore, given the fact that all the hexadecimal symbols
are not a subset of the ternary symbols (A-F or a-f are equivalent to A-F but within the subset
0-9 only 9 is present), it is necessary to perform a conversion from the hexadecimal system
to the ternary system. There can be many approaches to this conversion, but only two are
considered in this work.
On the one hand, the function asciiToTrytes() included in the IOTA library and available
for different programming languages can be used. In this case, the conversion hexadecimal →
ascii → trytes matches each hexadecimal character (subset of the printable ASCII characters)
to a unique combination of 2 trytes. However, this would lead to a reduction of 50% of the
maximum length of the message content available.
On the other hand, it is possible to directly perform the conversion hexadecimal → trytes,
and it is the method which will be used in this work. It is feasible because the number of symbols
in the hexadecimal system (16 symbols) is lower than the number of symbols in the ternary
system (27 symbols). The lookup table shown in Table 5.1 is used for this method to work,
which uniquely maps each hexadecimal symbol to a ternary symbol so that conversion in both
directions be possible. It is important to note that the ternary symbol 9 has not been assigned
to any hexadecimal symbol so that it can be interpreted as null when used in the transaction.
By using the previous conversion and taking into account that some space is used to store
the nonce and tag as explained before, the maximum length of the message content lm is
defined by the following expression:
(
lm (lf , lt , ln ) = f loor

lf − lt − ln
2

)
characters1 byte

(5.1)

where lf is the maximum length in trytes of the signatureMessageFragment field of a
transaction, and lt and ln are the tag and nonce lengths in hexadecimal format obtained after
encrypting the data, respectively.
Thus, by substituting each parameter with the actual values of the proposed design, the
previous expression yields the following result:
(
lm = f loor

2187 − 16 − 24
2

)
= 1073 characters1 byte

(5.2)

Nevertheless, this result is valid when only characters of 1 byte in UTF8 encoding are used.
Characters of 24 bytes will consume as many characters of 1 byte as the number of bytes they
need to be represented.
The summarized process of constructing and composing a message is illustrated in the left
side of the diagram contained in Figure 5.1. To retrieve and recover the message from the
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HEXADECIMAL SYSTEM

TERNARY SYSTEM (IOTA)

0

Z

1

Y

2

X

3

W

4

V

5

U

6

T

7

S

8

R

9

Q

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F

F

Table 5.1: Custom conversion table between the hexadecimal and ternary (IOTA) systems

transaction sent to the IOTA Tangle, the steps shown in the right side must be followed, being
very similar to the previous ones but in reverse order.
Figure 5.2 shows how a message would look like once it has been encrypted if all the
available space were divided into blocks of characters of 1 byte. Figure 5.3 shows the encrypted
content as though it had not been encrypted, having the same length.
Finally, a sample message is shown in Figure 5.4. This message contains information about
a dummy sales order in CommaSeparated Values (CSV) format, but there are no restrictions
regarding the format used when storing data in the message content. The used blocks will be
encrypted resulting in the same number of blocks, while the remaining (empty) blocks which are
not filled in with the message content will be filled in with 9s in the final transaction. Additional
blocks are used according to the number of extra bytes needed by each character in UTF8
encoding (e.g., the Euro sign is encoded with 3 bytes). Note that the first 20 blocks are reserved
for the nonce and tag which take up 40 trytes, and they are not intended to be represented as
UTF8 characters.

5.1.2

CHAINS: LINKED MESSAGES

Although messages allow users to send data to the IOTA Tangle while guaranteeing privacy
and integrity, today’s world demands for more flexible ways when it comes to treating the same
type of data multiple times. This is especially useful in applications involving IoT or Big Data
Analytics (BDA), where large amounts of data are created.
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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Figure 5.1: Composition and retrieval of a message (from message to transaction and
from transaction to message)

Figure 5.2:
transaction
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Figure 5.3: Unencrypted content of a message in the signatureMessageFragment field of
an IOTA transaction

Figure 5.4: Sample message (unencrypted)

Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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It is worth mentioning that in 2017, the IOTA development team proposed a communication
protocol to send messages through channels so that users could listen to the ones in which they
were interested and read their contents published on IOTA transactions. This singular service
was called Masked Authenticated Messaging (MAM). However, the project was deprecated and
numerous features such as channel splitting remained pending to be introduced in the client
libraries, making it difficult to use. Nowadays, another project called Streams which aims to
complete the previous work is in the roadmap of the IOTA development team and is currently
being developed, allowing users to create new robust messaging protocols in the IOTA Tangle,
and including Channels to provide users with the same functionalities that MAM offered.
However, since this project is in an early stage and given the possibility of adding additional
custom features to the ones proposed by MAM, there is an opportunity to create a new custom
protocol exclusively based on individual IOTA transactions which can help fulfill the objectives of
this work. To achieve this, it is necessary to define a data structure which can help maintain the
relationship between similar data: a chain. A chain will be composed of links, which will allow
users to move along the chain and can be understood as the smallest pieces of a chain. Simply
put, a link is a special message based on a unique IOTA transaction which stores the target data
and at the same time holds enough information to keep track of the data which comes before
and after itself. It will be then possible for users to publish a stream of messages on the IOTA
Tangle and subscribe to new publications made by themselves and/or relevant third parties.
Table 5.2 compares the main features offered by the solution designed in this work and
the solution proposed by IOTA. Both solutions have functionalities in common, such as the
encryption of messages, the possibility of subscribing to new publications, or using a different
IOTA addresses for every message to avoid spamming and enforce privacy. In this field, privacy,
the solution proposed in this work does not allow users to store unencrypted messages in the
IOTA Tangle to be accessible by everyone, being the use of a cryptographic key mandatory
for encrypting and decrypting the target data. In addition, instead of understanding a chain as
something which belongs to a user, it is conceived as a chain accessible by any person who
knows its cryptographic key, which allows the publication of new messages (although further
verification via signatures can be done). Apart from the differences in security, chains can be
joined between them, version control is supported, and links can be read in both directions
(that is, either new or old links with respect to the current link). This is a great advantage
in applications related to IoT (e.g., GPS positioning of a transport truck or sensor data of an
industrial plant) as the most recent data usually have a greater interest and needs to be readily
available, and the reading from the oldest data uploaded to the IOTA Tangle can be costly
because of the time spent on navigating along the chain. Lastly, a unique IOTA transaction
per message is used, reducing the PoW calculations to one third, and therefore allowing faster
writing speeds to the IOTA Tangle (more information about performance can be found in Chapter
6). This simplicity in terms of the number of transactions used can also help maintain chains in
the future.
The additional information embedded in the link of a chain to enable the aforementioned
features is:
• Address of the previous link (previousLink): 81 characters of 1 byte. It enables reading
the previous links of the chain.
• Address of the next link (nextLink): 81 characters of 1 byte. It enables reading the next
links of the chain.
• Control character (control): 1 character of 1 byte. It enables identifying that it is a
link from a chain and its type. A link can be the first link of a chain ('F'), a union link
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FEATURE

MAM — IOTA Solution

CHAIN —
Solution

Custom

Transactions per message

2, 3 or 4 (as required
by the selected security
level)

1 (including the tag and
nonce obtained after
the encryption)

Maximum content length

1035 bytes (in 2071
trytes, with additional
information in other
transactions)

910 bytes (in 1820
trytes, with all the
information within the
same transaction)

Read permissions

Modes:
public
(everyone can see),
private (only owner
can see) and restricted
(only authorized users
with key can see).

Symmetric
cryptography:
authorized
users
with key can see.

Write permissions

Anyone who possesses
a root address, and its
key (restricted mode)
can write, but only the
messages published by
the owner and verified
with their signature
which corresponds to
their seed are valid.

Anyone who possesses
a link address, and
its key can write.
Optionally, a digital
signature
can
be
embedded
in
the
content to verify its
author later with the
corresponding public
key.

Reading direction

Unidirectional
(from
the oldest to the most
recent)

Bidirectional (from the
oldest to the most
recent and vice versa)

Necessary elements to read

Entry root address, and
key (restricted mode)

Entry link address, and
key

Necessary elements to write

Last root address,
seed,
and
key
(restricted mode)

Any link address, and
key

Version control

No

Yes

Concatenation

No

Yes

Messages per address

1 (obtained from the
seed, which cannot be
changed in the future,
and the root)

1 (obtained from any
seed, which can be
changed in the future)

Seed

1 per owner (it identifies
the user and must be
private)

1 per group of users
(it can be shared as
zerovalue transactions
are published)

Subscriptions

Yes (managed by the
users)

Yes (managed by the
service)

Table 5.2: Comparison chart between Masked Authenticated Messaging (MAM) and
custom chains
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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('U'), the original version of a link ('O') or a modified version of a link ('M'). After fetching
the link from the IOTA Tangle this field will be modified by substituting its value with the
specific version retrieved. The total number of versions found will be appended and, in
case that the original version of the link is not found, a question mark will also be appended.
Examples on how this value is specified are shown in Table 5.3.
RETRIEVED
VERSION

NUMBER
VERSIONS
FOUND

1

OF

ORIGINAL
VERSION
FOUND?

NEW
VALUE

1

Yes

"V1/1"

2

3

Yes

"V2/3"

2

2

No

"V2/2?"

control

Table 5.3: Examples of version control values derived from links retrieved from the IOTA
Tangle
All these values along with the content to be stored are encrypted in the same way that the
content of an individual message so that they are only accessible to the target users, and from
this point onward a link will be treated as such. For consistency’s sake, the same symmetric
cryptographic key will be used for the entire chain (that is, all links will be encrypted using the
same cryptographic key). The encrypted content of a link will have the same appearance that
an individual message, but the unencrypted content can be seen in Figure 5.5.
The maximum length of the content of a message calculated with the expression (5.1) will
be reduced when using links, being some space taken over by the aforementioned fields, as
expected. Therefore, the final maximum length of the content of a link ll is reduced by exactly
163 characters of 1 byte (after summing up all the contributions of the additional information
embedded in the message):
ll = lm − (81 + 81 + 1) = lm − 163 = 910 characters1 byte

(5.3)

How links are related to one another is depicted in the sample chain shown in Figure 5.6,
which shows a case in which all the presented features are in use. On the one hand, the first
two links (links A and B) were the last part of a chain (it keeps going upwards), and the second
link (link B) was modified later (two versions exist). On the other hand, the last two links (links
FIRST 2 and C) show the first part of another chain (it keeps going downwards), being the first
of these two links the first link of the chain (empty). Both chains have been concatenated using
two union links which act as a weld between the last link of the first chain and the first link of the
second chain. Note that it is not possible to use a unique union link, as the addresses pointed
by the previousLink field of the link FIRST 2 and the nextLink field of the link B cannot be
changed, and two union links must be placed in both addresses in order to keep reading the
joined chain in both directions.

5.2

DEVELOPMENT OF AN IOTA TOOLS WEB SERVICE

The IOTA Tangle is public, and any user is free to use it as long as they have access to an IOTA
node which will be the entry point to IOTA. However, the endpoints exposed by an IOTA node
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Figure 5.5: Unencrypted content of a link in the signatureMessageFragment field of an
IOTA transaction

Figure 5.6: Sample chain (unencrypted)
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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assume previous knowledge on how transactions are handled in the IOTA Tangle, and users
are obliged to manually instruct the node to perform the necessary operations, which could
potentially become tedious when integrating its advantages in an application or dealing with
resourceconstrained devices. For this reason, an intermediate web service will be developed
to facilitate the handling of the data structures explained in the previous section, and the overall
soughtafter relationships between all the elements involved can be seen in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Communication between IOTA Tools server, client(s) and IOTA Tangle

5.2.1 BACKEND ARCHITECTURE
The purpose of this web service will be fulfilled by exposing a RESTful API as well as a
WebSocket API, which will provide users with enough tools to make the most of the data
structures while also helping them abstract from the complex operations performed under the
hood. In summary, this web service will allow users to:
• Simplify the use of the IOTA Tangle with simple web requests.
• Send messages or create chains in the IOTA Tangle without transferring IOTA tokens in
the process.
• Read messages or chains already present in the IOTA Tangle.
• Subscribe to chains to get the new links in real time.
• Provide additional cryptography tools to encrypt and decrypt and/or sign and verify data.
As discussed in Chapter 3, there are many approaches to developing a web service. In
this case, the service will be developed in TypeScript (which will be transpiled to JavaScript)
to run in a Node.js runtime environment. Although other approaches are adequate to achieve
the aforementioned objectives, this will be the preferred one because it especially stands out
in the following matters: seamless JSON support (which is going to be extensively used);
scalability (it accommodates to many infrastructure architectures and integrates smoothly in
cloud service providers); and eventdriven, asynchronous nonblocking Input/Output (I/O) model
(computationally expensive calculations will benefit from this feature).
The diagram shown in Figure 5.8 shows the elements needed for delivering the service. As
can be observed, there are two external communication channels between the server and its
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client(s), and two external communication channels between the server and the IOTA node.
Several modules will be used by the dedicated internal libraries which in turn will be used in the
implementation of the APIs, which also leverage the functionalities of other two modules. The
purpose of each thirdparty module is explained below:
• Express1 : it is a minimal and flexible framework to create web applications. This
framework will be used for exposing the RESTful API. In addition, the ejs template engine
will be used to create a simple dashboard.
• Socket.IO2 : it enables realtime, bidirectional and eventbased communication on multiple
platforms. This framework will be used for exposing the WebSocket API.
• SQLite3 : it is a Structured Query Language (SQL) database engine. This database
engine will be used to create an inmemory database to handle some requests related
to the WebSocket API.
• ZeroMQ4 : it allows to carry atomic messages across various transports. It is needed
to listen to specific events from the IOTA node, using the ZeroMQ Message Transport
Protocol (ZMTP).
• IOTA Core: it is the official IOTA library provided by the IOTA Foundation, which provides
functions tailored to several programming languages which make the associated calls to
the endpoints of an IOTA node.
• Dotenv5 : it loads environment variables from a specific file, allowing seamless changes
of configuration parameters.
The environment variables read when starting the execution of the program to configure the
service in a new machine (server), which must contained in a .env file, are listed in Table 5.4.
The content of a sample .env file6 , which is the one to be used in this work, is shown below:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PORT=4000
PROVIDER=https://iota.etsii.upm.es
DEPTH=3
MWM=14
SEED=*********************************************************************************
ZMQ_EVENTS=tcp://iota.etsii.upm.es:5556
DEFAULT_TAG=IOTA9TOOLS9TAG9999999999999
POW=false

It is important to take into account that the IOTA Mainnet requires that DEPTH and MWM be
above certain thresholds, and they could change in the future. At the time of writing, the
accepted values are DEP T H = 3 and M W M = 14. If this requirement is not met, the
transactions will be rejected by the IOTA node.
In addition, a dashboard has been integrated in the service. It can be accessed via a web
browser at the root route (/) once it has been started. Its main purpose is to show the parameters
1

More information: https://expressjs.com/
More information: https://socket.io/
3
More information: https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
4
More information: https://zeromq.org/
5
More information: https://www.npmjs.com/package/dotenv
6
The randomly generated seed used throughout this project has been hidden for security reasons.
2
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Figure 5.8: Architecture of the IOTA Tools service

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE

DESCRIPTION

PORT

HTTP port available to be used by the service.
Default: 4000

PROVIDER

URL of the IOTA node.
Default:
https://nodes.devnet.iota.org:443

DEPTH

Depth for selecting the two transactions to
approve. Default: 3

MWM

Difficulty of Proof of Work (PoW). Default: 9

SEED

Seed used for generating addresses. Note: it
is strongly recommended that the seed has not
been used before (i.e., no addresses have been
generated). Default: [81 random trytes]

ZMQ_EVENTS

URL of the IOTA node to listen to events. Note:
it is usually the same as PROVIDER but changing
the communication protocol and port. Default:
tcp://zmq.devnet.iota.org:5556

DEFAULT_TAG

Default tag to be used in chains and messages.
Default: IOTA9TOOLS9TAG9999999999999

POW

true if the PoW must be performed locally,
otherwise false

Table 5.4: Environment variables used for configuring the IOTA Tools service
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used to run the service, as well as the number of API requests, active subscriptions, and errors
so far. A screenshot of this dashboard is shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: IOTA Tools dashboard

5.2.2 INTERNAL LIBRARIES
To make it easier for future improvements to be implemented in case they were needed, four
custom libraries have been developed, dedicated to the different tasks the service needs to do
for users:
• Transactions: it aims to take care of writing and reading transactions to and from the
IOTA Tangle, respectively. It handles the encoding and provides the option to perform the
PoW locally. The IOTA Core module is used, but no other thirdparty modules are needed.
• Cryptography: the purpose of this library is to provide functions to handle the encryption
and decryption of data with predefined parameters. On the one hand, it provides functions
related to symmetric cryptography (encryption and decryption of data) and, on the other
hand, it provides functions related to asymmetric cryptography (signing and verification of
data). The builtin Node.js crypto module is used, but no thirdparty modules are needed.
• Messaging: it implements the functions needed to work with messages, the first data
structure explained in the previous section. This library relies on the first two libraries.
• Streaming: it implements the functions needed to work with chains, the second data
structure explained in the previous section. This library relies on the first two libraries.
Due to the fact that the most important aspects considered to develop these libraries
have already been highlighted, this document will not delve into other programmingrelated
matters considered to implement them. Nevertheless, the full code is documented in
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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/iota-tools/src/libraries/ to find more detailed information and an indepth explanation
of additional parameters and features implemented. Then, this section will walk through the
steps to upload the sample message shown in Figure 5.4 and the sample chain shown in
Figure 5.6 by using these internal libraries in two standalone programs (i.e., the web server
functionalities are ignored in these examples). The flowcharts of the methods used to write
and read to and from a chain are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, respectively. These
methods have access to the members of an object whose class is Chain.
In the first example, the sample message, the Messaging library is the only one that is used.
Once the program is connected to the IOTA node by using the dedicated official library, it only
takes one call to the sendMessage() function to send the message. To retrieve the message,
the receiveMessage() function can be called providing the transaction hash obtained from the
previous function and the cryptographic key as arguments:
1
2
3

// Imports IOTA Core and Messaging
import iotaCore = require("@iota/core");
import messaging = require("../libraries/messaging");

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// IOTA Tangle settings
const provider = "https://nodes.thetangle.org";
const seed =
"*********************************************************************************";
const depth = 3;
const mwm = 14;

11
12
13

// Connects to the IOTA node
const node = iotaCore.composeAPI({ provider });

14
15
16
17

18
19
20

// Sample message: content, address and key
const content =
"PRODUCT_ID;CUSTOMER_ID;QUANTITY;UNIT_PRICE;WEIGHT;ONLINE_ORDER;TIME_STAMP\n
,→
P192837465;C546372819;20.21 €;4.8 kg;true;2021-01-25T21:36:59.721Z";
const address =
"EACH9CPIQKZEINVXCIIUAGTUTFH9HMRBYDNELGUDMVDMQQODVTBOA9PZ9HJZBHHVIBFXHIWNFX9KUKMBX";
const key = "a4b2e1c007bd843d2307189500e07b0350fee6e7904b51049c39de7e3aba4651";

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

// Sends and receives the message asyncronously
messaging
.sendMessage(node, seed, { content, address }, key, depth, mwm)
.then((hash) => {
console.log("Hash:", hash);
messaging
.receiveMessage(node, hash, key)
.then((message) => {
console.log("Message:", message);
})
.catch((error) => {
console.error(error);
});
})
.catch((error) => {
console.error(error);
});

Hash: LLAWGFMOJWJYOVTUMK9IUKIYRZXTNLGACNERKG9DBEBJPPOPJXTPBY9ZKCOCHIQPDBVAWCSWTLHUZ9999
Message: {
content: 'PRODUCT_ID;CUSTOMER_ID;QUANTITY;UNIT_PRICE;WEIGHT;ONLINE_ORDER;TIME_STAMP\n' +
'P192837465;C546372819;20.21 €;4.8 kg;true;2021-01-25T21:36:59.721Z',
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Figure 5.10: Flowchart of the operations to write to chains
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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Figure 5.11: Flowchart of the operations to read from chains
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address: 'EACH9CPIQKZEINVXCIIUAGTUTFH9HMRBYDNELGUDMVDMQQODVTBOA9PZ9HJZBHHVIBFXHIWNFX9KUKMBX',
tag: 'TAG999999999999999999999999'
}

To check that the content of the transaction has been encrypted correctly, the details of the
transaction containing the message can be looked up in the IOTA Tangle Explorer7 , as shown
in Figure 5.12. Note that the message trytes would be unintelligible even if they were converted
back to the hexadecimal system using Table 5.1, as intended.

Figure 5.12: Message transaction details in the IOTA Tangle Explorer
In the second example, the sample chain, the Streaming library is the only one that is used.
The data contained in its links is in JSON format:
7

Access: https://explorer.iota.org/mainnet
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1
2
3

// Imports IOTA Core and Streaming
import iotaCore = require("@iota/core");
import streaming = require("../libraries/streaming");

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// IOTA Tangle settings
const provider = "https://iota.etsii.upm.es";
const seed =
"*********************************************************************************";
const depth = 3;
const mwm = 14;

11
12
13

// Connects to the IOTA node
const node = iotaCore.composeAPI({ provider });

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

// Sample link: content and key
const getLinkContent = () =>
JSON.stringify({
temperature: Math.floor(Math.random() * (30 - 15) + 15),
humidity: Math.floor(Math.random() * (75 - 25) + 25),
timestamp: new Date().toISOString(),
});
const key = "a4b2e1c007bd843d2307189500e07b0350fee6e7904b51049c39de7e3aba4651";

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

// Creates and handles chains syncronously
(async function () {
// Creates two new chains
const chain1 = new streaming.Chain(node, seed, key, depth, mwm);
const chain2 = new streaming.Chain(node, seed, key, depth, mwm);
const firstLinkChain1 = await chain1.setNewChain();
const firstLinkChain2 = await chain2.setNewChain();
console.log("First links (empty) of chains 1 and 2:", {
firstLinkChain1,
firstLinkChain2,
});

35

// Adds two links to the first chain
const linkAChain1 = await chain1.addLink(getLinkContent());
const linkBChain1 = await chain1.addLink(getLinkContent());
console.log("Links A and B added to chain 1:", { linkAChain1, linkBChain1 });

36
37
38
39
40

// Adds one link to the second chain
const linkCChain2 = await chain2.addLink(getLinkContent());
console.log("Link C added to chain 2:", { linkCChain2 });

41
42
43
44

// Creates a new version for the second link of the first chain
const updatedLinkBChain1 = await chain1.updateLink(
linkBChain1.address,
getLinkContent()
);
console.log("Link B of chain 1 updated:", { updatedLinkBChain1 });

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

// Joins both chains
await chain1.addChain(linkCChain2.address);
console.log(
"Chain 2 appended to chain 1: two union links (empty) added in the middle."
);

52
53
54
55
56
57

// Gets the current first and last links of the joined chain
const firstLink = await chain2.getFirstLink();
const lastLink = await chain1.getLastLink();
console.log("First and last links of the joined chain:", {
firstLink,
lastLink,

58
59
60
61
62
63
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64

});

65
66
67
68
69

// Gets all the links of the joined chain
const links = await chain2.getLinks();
console.log("Links:", links);
})().catch((error) => console.error(error));

First links (empty) of chains 1 and 2: {
firstLinkChain1: {
previousAddress:
,→
'HZVAAIDEWAQVSHKPJFVPVUEOPTCGETAASKLYCJUD9XJVFPDTRLXENFBLPKZXXGIHMNTTWYHUERLTCWXPY',
nextAddress:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
control: 'F',
content: '',
address:
,→
'HRLYNCZDCYDZPOFFYQEHRSHXYLTH9PIKFWGDJWGZDUSBEGETVVTJHADYGBEEGPVTQSGPUUJXQZAXMFUJW',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
},
firstLinkChain2: {
previousAddress:
,→
'RSEJ9XQADFQDIZRMEFFMKXKOEZTJIDUOJHFYQRRAAHQJXRBUOMUDSSBEFBRLTDNQOMFOTJSUQLWFAAYQY',
nextAddress:
,→
'FCAABPJCVZKJNFARMQWAZMBQBCQJTXHOLGITWNSNRMJLJKTCRDNBDZESRIKEQYUAKWZAAWNFFM9WDSPJX',
control: 'F',
content: '',
address:
,→
'FERT9STRZRLFPJGMJROO9EEOBQIMJWFMNBMSMBSLXJOZX9YJTXFQXWUUNVTEXVLXKFHHTTNXLMOUUKGZZ',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
}
}
Links A and B added to chain 1: {
linkAChain1: {
previousAddress:
,→
'HRLYNCZDCYDZPOFFYQEHRSHXYLTH9PIKFWGDJWGZDUSBEGETVVTJHADYGBEEGPVTQSGPUUJXQZAXMFUJW',
nextAddress:
,→
'CGSNGJPQMDGZOKWGDQZWSFEZHCD9IVAAJIYBFNOSECUW9APZSQHEPXYT9P9WYD9VX9YZCDYTJDUFSOFTA',
control: 'V1/1',
content: '{"temperature":28,"humidity":66,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:00:04.732Z"}',
address:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
},
linkBChain1: {
previousAddress:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
nextAddress:
,→
'AFBVRNOM9CEDHGTBNNGCULXQTEZSZKCMLKXM9NJQYQQTZNRCMWRVX9XRKTJTZBIZC9RSTMXHUCOGROWFZ',
control: 'V1/1',
content: '{"temperature":28,"humidity":68,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:00:35.231Z"}',
address:
,→
'CGSNGJPQMDGZOKWGDQZWSFEZHCD9IVAAJIYBFNOSECUW9APZSQHEPXYT9P9WYD9VX9YZCDYTJDUFSOFTA',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
}
}
Link C added to chain 2: {
linkCChain2: {
previousAddress:
,→
'FERT9STRZRLFPJGMJROO9EEOBQIMJWFMNBMSMBSLXJOZX9YJTXFQXWUUNVTEXVLXKFHHTTNXLMOUUKGZZ',
nextAddress:
,→
'BNFTZJKUPQQQUEXVHWAAWZEVQEPIOLMWRYETOXIDEAQGYPIAQU9DOEXZFEWMOAOLJTAIGNW9XYMDZAPPY',
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,→

control: 'V1/1',
content: '{"temperature":26,"humidity":44,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:00:52.557Z"}',
address:
'FCAABPJCVZKJNFARMQWAZMBQBCQJTXHOLGITWNSNRMJLJKTCRDNBDZESRIKEQYUAKWZAAWNFFM9WDSPJX',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'

}
}
Link B of chain 1 updated: {
updatedLinkBChain1: {
previousAddress:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
nextAddress:
,→
'AFBVRNOM9CEDHGTBNNGCULXQTEZSZKCMLKXM9NJQYQQTZNRCMWRVX9XRKTJTZBIZC9RSTMXHUCOGROWFZ',
control: 'V2/2',
content: '{"temperature":25,"humidity":53,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:01:06.698Z"}',
address:
,→
'CGSNGJPQMDGZOKWGDQZWSFEZHCD9IVAAJIYBFNOSECUW9APZSQHEPXYT9P9WYD9VX9YZCDYTJDUFSOFTA',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
}
}
Chain 2 appended to chain 1: two union links (empty) added in the middle.
First and last links of the joined chain: {
firstLink: {
previousAddress:
,→
'HZVAAIDEWAQVSHKPJFVPVUEOPTCGETAASKLYCJUD9XJVFPDTRLXENFBLPKZXXGIHMNTTWYHUERLTCWXPY',
nextAddress:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
control: 'F',
content: '',
address:
,→
'HRLYNCZDCYDZPOFFYQEHRSHXYLTH9PIKFWGDJWGZDUSBEGETVVTJHADYGBEEGPVTQSGPUUJXQZAXMFUJW',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
},
lastLink: {
previousAddress:
,→
'FERT9STRZRLFPJGMJROO9EEOBQIMJWFMNBMSMBSLXJOZX9YJTXFQXWUUNVTEXVLXKFHHTTNXLMOUUKGZZ',
nextAddress:
,→
'BNFTZJKUPQQQUEXVHWAAWZEVQEPIOLMWRYETOXIDEAQGYPIAQU9DOEXZFEWMOAOLJTAIGNW9XYMDZAPPY',
control: 'V1/1',
content: '{"temperature":26,"humidity":44,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:00:52.557Z"}',
address:
,→
'FCAABPJCVZKJNFARMQWAZMBQBCQJTXHOLGITWNSNRMJLJKTCRDNBDZESRIKEQYUAKWZAAWNFFM9WDSPJX',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
}
}
Links: [
{
previousAddress:
,→
'FERT9STRZRLFPJGMJROO9EEOBQIMJWFMNBMSMBSLXJOZX9YJTXFQXWUUNVTEXVLXKFHHTTNXLMOUUKGZZ',
nextAddress:
,→
'BNFTZJKUPQQQUEXVHWAAWZEVQEPIOLMWRYETOXIDEAQGYPIAQU9DOEXZFEWMOAOLJTAIGNW9XYMDZAPPY',
control: 'V1/1',
content: '{"temperature":26,"humidity":44,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:00:52.557Z"}',
address:
,→
'FCAABPJCVZKJNFARMQWAZMBQBCQJTXHOLGITWNSNRMJLJKTCRDNBDZESRIKEQYUAKWZAAWNFFM9WDSPJX',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
},
{
previousAddress:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
nextAddress:
,→
'AFBVRNOM9CEDHGTBNNGCULXQTEZSZKCMLKXM9NJQYQQTZNRCMWRVX9XRKTJTZBIZC9RSTMXHUCOGROWFZ',
control: 'V2/2',
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content: '{"temperature":25,"humidity":53,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:01:06.698Z"}',
address:
,→
'CGSNGJPQMDGZOKWGDQZWSFEZHCD9IVAAJIYBFNOSECUW9APZSQHEPXYT9P9WYD9VX9YZCDYTJDUFSOFTA',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
},
{
previousAddress:
,→
'HRLYNCZDCYDZPOFFYQEHRSHXYLTH9PIKFWGDJWGZDUSBEGETVVTJHADYGBEEGPVTQSGPUUJXQZAXMFUJW',
nextAddress:
,→
'CGSNGJPQMDGZOKWGDQZWSFEZHCD9IVAAJIYBFNOSECUW9APZSQHEPXYT9P9WYD9VX9YZCDYTJDUFSOFTA',
control: 'V1/1',
content: '{"temperature":28,"humidity":66,"timestamp":"2021-01-30T20:00:04.732Z"}',
address:
,→
'HSLMVPKXKI9LYXW9FFICYSBPRTUXPPHYQQMQC9FDZRCDEAFMEMXMSKOMEL9TBPSOWECUPVGRCRPHELGFB',
tag: '999999999999999999999999999'
}
]

Note that the first ('F') and union ('U') links, with no content and the default tag,
are ignored when using this dedicated library, although their skeleton could be viewed if
the raw signatureMessageFragment content were decrypted from their corresponding IOTA
transactions. The first link and the cryptographic key of the chain are necessary and sufficient
elements to retrieve all the links from the IOTA Tangle in case it is needed. Therefore, they must
be kept safe at all costs, as the loss of this data could mean the impossibility of accessing the
data stored in the IOTA Tangle in the future.
Both libraries dedicated to each data structure, Messaging and Streaming, are using the
functions provided by the Cryptography and Transactions libraries under the hood to encrypt
and decrypt the data, and send and receive the corresponding transactions as explained in the
previous section (being completely transparent for the user when using them directly).
As a quick demonstration, the following code snippet shows an example of encryption and
verification of data using the functions exported by the Cryptography library:
1
2

// Imports Cryptography
import cryptography = require("../libraries/cryptography");

3
4
5
6

// Unencrypted data
const plainText = "Universidad Politécnica de Madrid";
console.log("Plain text:", plainText);

7
8
9
10

// Data encryption (symmetric cryptography)
const symmetricKey = cryptography.generateKey();
console.log("Symmetric key:", symmetricKey);

11
12
13

const encryptedText = cryptography.encryptText(plainText, symmetricKey);
console.log("Encrypted text:", encryptedText);

14
15
16

const decryptedText = cryptography.decryptText(encryptedText, symmetricKey);
console.log("Decrypted text:", decryptedText);

17
18
19
20

// Data verification (asymmetric cryptography)
const [publicKey, privateKey] = cryptography.generateKeyPair();
console.log("Asymmetric key pair:", { publicKey, privateKey });

21
22
23

const signature = cryptography.signText(plainText, privateKey);
console.log("Signature:", signature);
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24
25
26

const verified = cryptography.verifyText(plainText, publicKey, signature);
console.log("Verified:", verified);

Plain text: Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
Symmetric key: 74975c77cee09fc428570d3e4b611805dd52d34c3e8e4ce22b154976b16d9b2e
Encrypted text:
,→
248aa72df86a289cfdb3499dc05cb384b35747d3567918b84a5a0627bd55c3bcd2bb5c74f3d22648
,→
68fbf57e83a77998b105eba02a92
Decrypted text: Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
Asymmetric key pair: {
publicKey: 'MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAwAhnjsTcQJHXpfk2Tdui6uhMjq8ozhuEDCrI
,→
w6Bc9bevOiDd7xHUsw9FBV9mlWkmrbkKTHkOPxVFMpX7EoTxe2n3aHe7sEau783caVTJLHE5xBXWA3A2
,→
j2GD55sa9UoKKoQyI9VDcSuMJSMxoGAwC2yLgesYU209Ak5yM4Yf/F3OMmqfgQX36XxDQLNZy3Lxua9F
,→
nEqKnZWXe8IB0zgiLKCIHboXroWOOaNEm/1X9nSEf/V3tjvMOCcfFwcRIrModwUJuk056Y/XaIsQ9Des
,→
8KHEm054TqKxE6x3gbMomTEwp4xXBcwqFPcTxcUMOkbwR9qOteWZUjAxur1EqmLWvQIDAQAB',
privateKey: 'MIIEvAIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAASCBKYwggSiAgEAAoIBAQDACGeOxNxAkdel+TZN26Lq6EyOryjO
G4QMKsjDoFz1t686IN3vEdSzD0UFX2aVaSatuQpMeQ4/FUUylfsShPF7afdod7uwRq7vzdxpVMkscTnE
,→
FdYDcDaPYYPnmxr1SgoqhDIj1UNxK4wlIzGgYDALbIuB6xhTbT0CTnIzhh/8Xc4yap+BBffpfENAs1nL
,→
cvG5r0WcSoqdlZd7wgHTOCIsoIgduheuhY45o0Sb/Vf2dIR/9Xe2O8w4Jx8XBxEisyh3BQm6TTnpj9do
,→
ixD0N6zwocSbTnhOorETrHeBsyiZMTCnjFcFzCoU9xPFxQw6RvBH2o615ZlSMDG6vUSqYta9AgMBAAEC
,→
ggEAQV8bEckGSZzcUo4B5INOdLVbyn7qXy+SximSarYery82oY0qwAXL6KDcGDYfz+EZ363MSbg0F1mA
,→
UvYnoGhNZHvwU0nfROTrDIuB6wGH8m8hARWF42nByRGjO6bbiIEJ8OtLvlMNQGtYrBPNAxF7iYgL/dAw
,→
WcYoLK7TxaJ1JQ2aAHVoTMTrfwTXvq+o6NKzFlMuqBmw8rC5tgcPAVBXb38ZbnA8WYEOX03WQ5BBI1FG
,→
VEUZWCKz4TvYengIsKjHKacbAN2Vgk5XCO4Tjy+2ZZnBfggpiKF6Xiyzw8io3N9i0xSyX2bNOCS0g2Ks
,→
43wdWvOAmATpZWKHbcwCn6mOKQKBgQD4jB3UpjKLYQz3S+OVPdhoDTs5P79xkNfEy+u9gt28XXTTN7GB
,→
K/DlfvxHlCgb6bn8/E7r2yIMqShQnXBQkDnTVeqveN22OdkqadAGrOoz0lSNMUUxBx+lj/bvPTiv8H8l
,→
p1eCTF9LGWwmzTt9mJdNpSgx3jdabvNmzcE35HdzZwKBgQDFynmUsTpHp294toLM4NKO5POW6jqImii9
,→
Shf7YGb3IFwBHmDF8woRw5+DCepXBSaOVd+IspgtEteuY1429bxqYB5oNYqFgCoMuaPsrqzDe22ngFLz
,→
ac8/kU5Iq1UgFHCYS2q46Jh9mP/A1pTkF9c8ecqIluZ6cBQYGcPjVJISOwKBgFjR2acwbUeZuwR0vjOL
,→
Ela8w7lFqqhu1myhYvEqXwr9as5ATNKYXVHl+0mpDFxNPgXGNH3cpWJY4OtOF+DyaXe4cFGco76HFbAu
,→
eASqrlcuhsCeJtfKb+i+dcQw4J0fGJDgKEmL+VHhF+EV3niXmxpINwD7JFTQ6XKHfND4eCdpAoGAD3PC
,→
C9vMscxi6QtZLKhjysYYQbIK4KEqjZ88QGdHpAbjKTM2XECgiMK/s30S0bmVSYlr7UIGoX7XWshok+Ke
,→
1bCsr3d/Wu6oWlYmeFctKBh8eJmN4XZiupSfiQ3ZmKgAI+XAcLG7OBS75lTdTPSP3CmnqQQg/W/EIh3h
,→
L+FriAECgYAkuLRvC170nsp4WSOZ+Bp8yTIKrGPmEJ/c6QA6VKUhD9n7ouOMWf7bnyPgPTZRlWz+KzC1
,→
BhCz+JLz7wsbx7aapbHW+0QijNSL/zuQsl5XP6Blv/Ph4KgaD5J6gfPDmUwXz1t2o+TRee+cf1AUe6sI
,→
TR2XhqyDlexhkVXZ2Bhuzg=='
,→
}
Signature: i5bbXjEGsY7paAn1LzVnOZkUO6d5qgR+FN/lrr3YG7sYhd/rLdd3I4/Us5MPvVV6Z/olnwHwU+lq5lhy
,→
7SOpyPwPNSijit92V2DbuMzrEjDUnQMgCXASVwHarQs50fAVNdgk0U+v8lZJWSg1wsNI16NYkPRzURz+
,→
CDBtSbuRap+FIVHfUBMVOLGSZUj5pnaRjjWxXpNPwgHhipQ4B1vm+tsU/212WS48qWZVqjchcaI3Xv+i
,→
uS14N1GU0ZIk0mc2UbwyR/DUR5FsmGmHpQJYxjnp9FB4727zqLnbAMXwLjSn+XcYmFOMj+GvLXBY99L3
,→
49UA9jjmpKE7kJKoAfQlqw==
Verified: true

And the following code snippet shows how transactions are finally sent to the IOTA Tangle
in the background, and the detailed information which is retrieved from it:
1
2
3

// Imports IOTA Core and Transactions
import iotaCore = require("@iota/core");
import transactions = require("../libraries/transactions");

4
5
6
7
8
9

// IOTA Tangle settings
const provider = "https://nodes.thetangle.org";
const seed =
"*********************************************************************************";
const depth = 3;
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10

const mwm = 14;

11
12
13

// Connects to the IOTA node
const node = iotaCore.composeAPI({ provider });

14
15
16
17
18
19

// Sample transaction: signatureMessageFragment, address and tag
const signatureMessageFragment = JSON.stringify({ message: "Hello world" });
const address =
"EACH9CPIQKZEINVXCIIUAGTUTFH9HMRBYDNELGUDMVDMQQODVTBOA9PZ9HJZBHHVIBFXHIWNFX9KUKMBX";
const tag = "TAG999999999999999999999999";

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

// Writes and reads the transaction asyncronously
transactions
.writeTransaction(
node,
seed,
signatureMessageFragment,
"ascii",
address,
tag,
depth,
mwm
)
.then((hash) => {
console.log("Hash:", hash);
transactions
.readTransaction(node, hash, "ascii")
.then((transaction) => {
console.log("Transaction:", transaction);
})
.catch((error) => {
console.error(error);
});
})
.catch((error) => {
console.error(error);
});

Hash: 9EYH9QSPEUHHUJUZBZCESQNLHMPOPJXPWCLPNDVZ9YGJWQUOIORHTBDQIWROPAHGL9BBKENSY9SLZ9999
Transaction: {
hash: '9EYH9QSPEUHHUJUZBZCESQNLHMPOPJXPWCLPNDVZ9YGJWQUOIORHTBDQIWROPAHGL9BBKENSY9SLZ9999',
signatureMessageFragment: '{"message":"Hello world"}',
address: 'EACH9CPIQKZEINVXCIIUAGTUTFH9HMRBYDNELGUDMVDMQQODVTBOA9PZ9HJZBHHVIBFXHIWNFX9KUKMBX',
value: 0,
obsoleteTag: 'CGG999999999999999999999999',
timestamp: 1612037332,
currentIndex: 0,
lastIndex: 0,
bundle: 'TASCNWIUJAYEASWEFKJIGUTH99OHDDVRGOPHL9VJFJKRJDWWHWXTWTMVTJXURGEAS9ODRGKTEFKKBBHTZ',
trunkTransaction:
,→
'GLRDKKNLO9MKRRJJEOWOQNVZFPBTTFG9DEUZTB9DEAEKYXWPTKZXWDJQWXBUTEJZTTHZXPGHNVQYA9999',
branchTransaction:
,→
'VXAZ9TLWRBWRIPFLUVCABFK9SRFXKSILOTUQMAGRSXSRZWKWIGOERJBSNDJLQFCDPTQCYBXTJIWB99999',
tag: 'TAG999999999999999999999999',
attachmentTimestamp: 1612037333726,
attachmentTimestampLowerBound: 0,
attachmentTimestampUpperBound: 11,
nonce: 'QC99999999IXIB9999999999999'
}
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Finally, the reader may have noticed that some functions in the libraries accept an extra
argument: pow. This argument corresponding to an additional function is optional, and it allows
to delegate the PoW calculations to the IOTA Tools server or another machine instead of
performing that task in the IOTA node. It may be useful when a public IOTA node is used,
as many of them do not perform the PoW because of its costly nature. An external executable
binary file which applies the Curl algorithm of the PoW has been developed in case it is needed,
and it can be found in /pow/.

5.2.3

RESTFUL APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)

The RESTful API is the first part of the tools which are provided to users. It allows them to write
and send messages and chains on demand.
This service is developed using the Express framework, and Table 5.5 summarizes the
available endpoints, taking into account that the response type is always application/json.
All requests are handled using the previously developed internal libraries to execute the
corresponding tasks and provide the right responses for interfacing with the IOTA Tangle.
ROUTE

REQUEST

RESPONSE

DESCRIPTION

/chain

GET.
query
(parameters):
linkAddress,
key,
direction
(optional), limit
(optional)

LinkData[]

Gets one or a number of
links (messages). Reads
a chain of links (messages)
taking the address of a link
and the cryptographic key
of the chain as arguments.
Optionally,
the reading
direction,
"forward"
or "backward" (default:
"backward") and the limit of
links to be retrieved (default:
10) can be specified.

/chain

PUT.
body
(JSON
object):
linkAddress,
key, content, tag
(optional)

LinkData

Adds
a
new
link
(message). Adds a new link
with an embedded message
previously encrypted with
the provided cryptographic
key to the end of the chain
given by the address of one
of its links.

/chain

POST.
(JSON
key

LinkData

Creates a new chain.
Creates a new chain
encrypted with the provided
cryptographic key. The first
empty link will be ignored
when retrieving the future
links.
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/chain

PATCH.
body
(JSON
object):
linkAddress1,
linkAddress2,
key

LinkData

Joins two chains. Appends
the end of a chain (chain
1) to the beginning of
another chain (chain 2).
Only the chains which are
encrypted using the same
cryptographic key can be
encrypted. The two union
links will be ignored when
retrieving other links.

/chain/first

GET.
query
(parameters):
linkAddress, key

LinkData

Gets the first link. Gets the
current first link of a chain
specified by the address
of one of its links. This
query will be resolved in time
proportional to the number of
links from the specified link
to the first link. An error will
be returned if the first link is
not found.

/chain/last

GET.
query
(parameters):
linkAddress, key

LinkData

Gets the last link. Gets the
current last link of a chain
specified by the address
of one of its links. This
query will be resolved in time
proportional to the number of
links from the specified link
to the last link.

/chain/version

GET.
query
(parameters):
linkAddress, key,
version

LinkData

Gets an older version of
a link. Gets the specific
version of a link.
If the
first version is not found,
the count of versions will
start from the oldest version
found.
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/chain/version

PUT.
body
(JSON
object):
linkAddress,
key, content, tag
(optional)

LinkData

Updates a link. Updates
a link to a newer version
(keeping the previous one)
which will be the default
version to be retrieved. The
different versions have the
same address of the link and
when the link is retrieved,
the ’control’ field will specify
the current version and the
total number of existing
versions. If the first version
of the link is not found, ‘?’
will be appended to the end
of this field.

/message

GET.
query
(parameters):
hash, key

MessageData

Receives
a
message.
Reads
an
encrypted
message given by its
transaction hash and its
cryptographic key.

/message

POST.
body
(JSON
object):
message, key

string

Sends
a
message.
Attaches
an
encrypted
message with the provided
cryptographic key.

/utilities/address

GET.
parameters

No

string

Generates a random IOTA
address. Gets a random
IOTA address to which to
send messages.

/utilities/keys/
symmetric

GET.
parameters

No

string

Generates
a
random
symmetric key.
Gets a
random AES (256 bits)
symmetric key in ‘hex’
format which can be later
used with messages or
chains.

/utilities/keys/
asymmetric

GET.
parameters

No

string

Generates
a
random
asymmetric key pair. Gets
a random RSA (2048 bits)
asymmetric key pair in
‘base64’ format which can
be later used for signing and
verifying contents.

/utilities/encryption/
encrypt

POST.
body
(JSON
object):
decryptedText,
key

string

Encrypts a text. Encrypts
a plain text with the provided
key.
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/utilities/encryption/
decrypt

POST.
body
(JSON
object):
encryptedText,
key

string

Decrypts a text. Decrypts
an encrypted text with the
provided key.

/utilities/signatures/
sign

POST.
body
(JSON
object):
text, privateKey

string

Signs a text. Signs a raw
text with the provided private
asymmetric key.

/utilities/signatures/
verify

POST.
body
(JSON
object):
text, publicKey ,
signature

boolean

Verifies a text. Verifies the
integrity of a raw text with
the provided signature and
public asymmetric key.

Table 5.5: Summary of the RESTful API endpoints

MessageData is an interface with three members: content – string, address - string
and tag – string, while LinkData is an interface with six members: previousAddress –
string, nextAddress – string, control – string, content – string, address – string
and tag – string.
The RESTful API has been documented following the OpenAPI 3.0 specification, and
a userfriendly User Interface (UI) shown in Figure 5.13 has been generated using this
specification to test the API and obtain more detailed information on how requests and
responses must be structured.

5.2.4 WEBSOCKET APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)
The WebSocket API is the second service which is provided to users. It allows them to subscribe
to a specific chain or several chains and receive their new links (messages) in real time.
The service is based on Socket.IO, which makes use of the WebSocket (WS) protocol for
exchanging information in real time but falls back to alternative protocols if it is not supported on
the target platform. It must be handled by knowing the events to which to listen and the events
to emit as indicated in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7, respectively (plus the default events such as
connect and disconnect).
On the startup of the service a temporary inmemory SQL database is created. This
database is solely used to manage the subscriptions to chains requested by clients. The active
subscriptions are stored following the structure of the SQL table shown in Table 5.8. In this way,
the server can keep track of the clients which are subscribed to chains and know to which link
addresses it must listen.
A client can be subscribed to more than one chain, as all the new links are received in
the newlink event, but the client can discern between the different new links and know to
which chain each of them belongs by considering the value of the start member of the data
sent, which corresponds to the start link provided in the subscribe event. Nevertheless, it is
important to highlight that in case that more than one server (service instance) is being in use,
the requested subscription to a specific chain must be followed in the same instance keeping
the connection alive. The rest of the instances will not receive any updates on the state of the
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Figure 5.13: Interactive documentation of the RESTful API
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EVENT

DATA (JSON)

DESCRIPTION

subscribe

start - string,
key - string

The server will emit the event
subscribed to the client once the
start link and the cryptographic key
of the chain have been received and
checked. The subscription will start
from the current last link of the chain.

unsubscribe

start - string

The server will emit the event
unsubscribed to the client once the
start link has been received and
checked. The same start link that
the one provided in the subscribe
event must be sent.

Table 5.6: Events emitted by the client via WebSocket API (listened to by the server)

EVENT

DATA (JSON)

DESCRIPTION

subscribed

start - string,
success boolean, error null | string

Event emitted to the client when
a new subscription to the chain
containing the start link is requested
and processed. If the subscription
has been successfully registered,
success = true and error = null,
otherwise success = f alse and error
contains the error message.

unsubscribed

start - string,
success boolean, error null | string

Event emitted to the client when a
cancellation of a subscription to the
chain containing the start link is
requested and processed.
If the
subscription has been successfully
unregistered, success = true and
error = null, otherwise success =
f alse and error contains the error
message.

newlink

start - string,
end - LinkData

This event will be continuously
triggered once the subscription is
registered whenever a new link is
detected, and the member end will
contain the information of that link.
This behavior will continue as long as
the connection between the client and
the server is kept alive and the event
unsubscribe has not been received
from the client.

Table 5.7: Events emitted by the server via WebSocket API (listened to by the client)
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FIELD

TYPE

socket

CHAR(20)

key

CHAR(64)

start_link

CHAR(81)

end_link

CHAR(81)

Table 5.8: SQL table to manage the subscriptions to chains in the server
specific chain.
It is important to note that a critical error or failure in the database and/or a sudden stop of the
execution of the service in the server do not hinder the reading of links or messages attached
to the IOTA Tangle (they can be retrieved at any time as long as the corresponding hash or
address and their cryptographic key are known). However, all the current active subscriptions
will be automatically canceled because of the use of an inmemory database, and therefore
losing the previous record. In addition, there might be a delay between the time at which a link
is published and the time at which it is detected by the IOTA nodes until it has been confirmed.
Other unforeseen internal errors during the processing of requests and responses will be notified
to the user by using the error member, as opposed to the other API which makes use of HTTP
response codes for indicating client and server errors.
The WebSocket API has been documented as well following the AsyncAPI 2.0 specification,
and a userfriendly documentation shown in Figure 5.14 has been generated using this
specification to obtain more detailed information on how requests are handled.

5.2.5

EXAMPLE OF USAGE

This simple example related to IoT data streaming aims to make use of the APIs made available
by the IOTA Tools server. It also proves that the APIs exposed by the IOTA Tools service can
be easily integrated in other existing technologies and systems. The three main objectives are:
• Set up the IOTA Tools service in a server located in the cloud to be accessed by the clients
located elsewhere.
• Configure a Raspberry Pi to measure the local temperature and humidity at fixed time
intervals and make calls to the RESTful API in order to build up a chain of links containing
the data of all the measures so far.
• Leverage the capabilities of a custom Excel addin to make use of the WebSocket API
exposed by the IOTA Tools service in order to get the new measures which are being
attached to the dedicated chain and plot the incoming data in real time.
As can be seen in Figure 5.15, one client is going to post data on the dedicated chain and
the other client is going to retrieve that data and consume it. Both clients talk to the IOTA Tools
server, but they do not communicate to each other directly. In fact, they could be connected to
different instances of the IOTA Tools service, which in turn would be accessing the IOTA Tangle
simultaneously.
Firstly, the following steps are taken to run the IOTA Tools service in the remote VM:
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Figure 5.14: Interactive documentation of the WebSocket API
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Figure 5.15: Internet of Things (IoT) data streaming example using the IOTA Tools APIs
1. Connect to the Ubuntu VM via SSH.
2. Transfer the project files to the target machine.
3. Install Node.js to run the server code.
4. Install the dependencies and build the project.
5. Set the environment variables in the .env file within the distribution folder to run the
program with the right parameters.
6. Configure a system service which will run the program in the background even if the user
is signed out.

Some of the previous tasks have been integrated in the NPM scripts included in the
/iota-tools/package.json file in order to make them straightforward, and additional scripts
to automate the whole process are presented in Chapter 6. The tasks and the use of these
scripts are explained in the /iota-tools/README.md file in the event that the service were to
be installed on another machine. In addition, there are other scripts focused on the development
of the project, and more information about how the project structure was created can be
looked up in the same file. Note that building the project refers to the process of transpiling
the TypeScript code to JavaScript code (which is the code interpreted by the Node.js runtime
environment) and the compilation of the dependencies. Last but not least, be aware that there
are some modules which may not be available as precompiled binaries for the architecture
of the target machine or the current Node.js version, and they will need to be compiled when
installing the dependencies (additional tools might be needed to be installed beforehand to
compile these dependencies).
The Python program is very straightforward and can be found in /iot-stream/device/.
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The Raspberry Pi is connected to a DHT118 sensor following the wiring indicated in Figure
5.16. Then, the Python program makes use of the library provided by Adafruit, Adafruit_DHT9 ,
to read out the temperature and humidity values. Finally, the program sends these values along
with the timestamp (using datetime) to the IOTA Tools server, making a HTTP request to the
PUT /chain endpoint of the RESTful API (using requests). This process is repeated within
an infinite loop every period of time determined by the time interval indicated at the top of the
program (using time). The flowchart of this program is shown in Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.16: Wiring between the Raspberry Pi device and the DHT11 sensor
The Excel addin leverages the possibility of developing Office addins fully compatible with
web technologies. The addin is developed using TypeScript (which is transpiled to JavaScript),
and its only purpose is to communicate with the IOTA Tools server using the WS protocol to
retrieve the data published in real time. For this communication to work, the official Socket.IO
library for clients is used to communicate via WebSocket API, and the UI to manage the
subscriptions to chains in Excel is offered in the task pane on the right side shown in Figure
5.18. After following the steps indicated in this pane the user will start receiving new links in
the newly created table, which can be later processed to be plotted or analyzed. In this case,
the content received in JSON format is reorganized into three different columns using Power
Query: temperature, humidity, and timestamp. The source code of this addin can be found in
/iot-stream/add-in/.
In conclusion, this example demonstrates how easily the IOTA Tangle can be integrated in
8

Datasheet:
https://www.mouser.com/datasheet/2/758/DHT11-Technical-Data-Sheet-TranslatedVersion-1143054.pdf
9
Repository: https://github.com/adafruit/DHT-sensor-library
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Figure 5.17: Flowchart of the sensing program
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Figure 5.18: Live IoT data streaming (left side) and IOTA Tools addin (right side) in Excel
existing and new applications. The easytouse APIs exposed by the IOTA Tools service make
it a breeze for the user by relieving them from sending and receiving transactions manually.

5.3

CASE 1: SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

5.3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The quality of the relevant information in Supply Chain Management (SCM) decisions is heavily
reliant on the following premises [30, p. 489]:
1. Information must be accurate.
2. Information must be accessible in a timely manner.
3. Information must be of the right kind.
4. Information must be shared.
To achieve these goals, three important trends have been identified as game changers in the
future of SCM: the growth in SaaS, increased availability of realtime data, and increased use
of mobile technology [30, p. 495]. As for blockchain, previous studies state that its application
to SCM is “becoming more and more important,” [31, p. 485] and it helps “increase visibility and
efficiency based on record keeping.” [31, p. 485]
Recent changes have also been implemented in the products themselves. A smart product
(e.g., car, elevator, train, aircraft, etc.) is equipped with sensors and/or actuators to exchange
data with the environment, giving them the possibility of generating data regarding many topics
during their lifetime (e.g., user behavior, usage conditions, etc.). This knowledge can be later
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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used to provide an understanding of “why products might fail due to certain usage conditions,”
[31, p. 493] and “supports the improvement of existing products, improved maintenance, and
the prediction of failures prior to their potential occurrence.” [31, p. 493]
In summary, the inclusion of new technologies in SCM is expected to have a potentially huge
impact in the upcoming years: “up to 30% lower operational costs and a reduction of 75% in
lost sales while decreasing inventories by up to 75% are expected,” [31, p. 512] as well as “the
potential reduction of forecasting errors ... by 3050%.” [31, p. 512]
This case study showcases the use of all the APIs provided by the IOTA Tools service in
the field of SCM, leveraging them to face the challenge of sharing data among the different
levels of stakeholders involved in the processes with full transparency, as well as focusing on
the connectivity and generation of data of smart products. To achieve that, a generalpurpose
Progressive Web App (PWA) is developed to suit the potential needs in this context. This
application will be the key element which will take advantage of the tools offered by the IOTA
Tools service developed in the previous section. Several instances of this application will be
connected to the IOTA Tools server and both APIs will be used by the same client (which differs
from the IoT data streaming example). Its main features are:
• Users from any given company involved in the supply chain are authenticated by creating
a profile which will be saved in the IOTA Tangle. Under the hood, chains and messages
are used to store their information and an asymmetric key pair is generated for them to sign
and verify the links (messages) created by them (this process is handled in the background
by the application). In addition, two Quick Response (QR) codes are associated to each
user, one containing the private information to sign in (hereinafter referred to as the private
chain and private key), and one containing the public information to provide other users
with the ability to verify the authenticity of the links created (hereinafter referred to as the
public message and public key).
• Users can search for existing items or create a new item in the IOTA Tangle which
will be linked to a chain which can be accessed by knowing any of its links and its
cryptographic key. An associated QR code which contains the information of the chain
(i.e., first link address and cryptographic key) can be used as well to facilitate the use of
the application (e.g., by engraving the QR code on the physical product and scanning it
with the smartphone running the application to gain access to the chain). Other chains
which have not been created from the application can also be read.
• A wide range of options is provided to take full advantage of the available operations
which can be performed on a chain: QR code for each link; addition of new links (with a
custom transaction tag if required); versioning; queries (previous, next, first, last, version);
concatenation of chains; exports to files.
• Users can subscribe to items and get uptodate notifications of changes in their
associated chains performed by other users.
To simplify the complexity of the proofofconcept application, the following considerations
apply:
• The QR code linked to a product contains all the information needed to read from and
write to its associated chain: the first link and its cryptographic key. However, the use of
signatures allows the verification of new messages from trusted users.
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• Users’ contents are verified on a onetoone basis, meaning that there is not a ‘master
public key’ which could be used to verify all the messages issued by all the users from
a company, for example. Therefore, in this proofofconcept application each user must
always provide other users with their public key for them to prove the authenticity.
• Users are authenticated via two elements: a link address (which can be thought as the
username) and a cryptographic key (which can be thought as the password), and there is
no 2Factor Authentication (2FA).
• The name and company are permanent values stored in the user’s profile, and they cannot
be changed after the user has signed up (another profile must be created).
Figure 5.19 provides a suggested workflow to be applied if this application were to be
integrated in another system, giving a sense of how users may interact with it.

5.3.2 DATA MODELS
To build a wellstructured application there needs to be a previous process of thinking how data
will be stored in the IOTA Tangle. In this case, there are two relevant entities: users and items.
User information is split into two parts. The first part is the private information used to sign
into the application. It contains the name, the company, and the private key, which is used for
signing messages and must be kept secret at all costs. The selected format to store the private
information is given by the following expression where the terms between brackets ([]) are
placeholders, being all the values concatenated and separated by a slash character (/):

[N AM E]/[COM P AN Y ]/[P RIV AT E KEY ]

(5.4)

However, as can be noticed from the explanation given in Chapter 3, the length of the private
key is substantially longer than the length of the public key, and it cannot be stored in a single
message. Therefore, in this case, a chain, the user chain, is used so that the information of
its links can be put together more easily. Once they have been retrieved, concatenating all the
strings (fragments) leads to the data in the desired format. Three links are needed in total to
store these values. The first link address of this chain and its cryptographic key serve as the
authentication elements in the application.
The second part contains the public key as well as the name and the company to verify
the authenticity of messages. This part is completely decoupled from the previous one, using
different cryptographic keys so that other users cannot access the private information (they
should only have access to the public key). The selected format to store the public information
is identical to the one used for the private information:

[N AM E]/[COM P AN Y ]/[P U BLIC KEY ]

(5.5)

In this case, there are no problems regarding the space used for storing the public
information values, and one message is enough to store them all. The transaction hash of
the message and its cryptographic key enable the application to validate the messages created
by the user linked to the public key contained in that message.
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Figure 5.19: Supply Chain Management (SCM) workflow
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As for items, each of them will be associated to a unique chain. The chain will be created with
no data, and therefore it will not belong to anyone at that moment. Link content can be either
raw text or a JSON object. In the end, a link will be a JSON object with short member names (to
minimize the impact on space availability), having one member dedicated to the user’s content
and other members automatically filled in by the application to verify the authenticity of the
content and avoid the manual entry of the timestamp:

• Content (c): it corresponds to the user’s full content. It will be uploaded as a string, but the
application will detect if it is a JSON object so that its members can be displayed properly.
• Author (a): it contains the information about the author of the message, that is, their name
and company. Both values are separated by a slash character (/). When the message
is later retrieved, the application will verify if the author corresponds to the same author
saved in contacts (if saved beforehand). If the message is verified, 'Y' will be appended
to those values, otherwise 'N' will be appended.
• Timestamp (d): it records the timestamp in Unix time (i.e., the number of milliseconds
elapsed since January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC), being shorter than saving it in ISO 8601
format.
• Signature (s): it contains the signature of the content saved in the link, that is, the entire
JSON object excluding this member. The signature is added to the final JSON object after
the content is signed.

As stated in the problem statement, to provide a better experience for users, the required
data (i.e., addresses, hashes and cryptographic keys) will be embedded in the content of QR
codes so that the application can scan them and access the related information faster and
without any hurdles. As for items, the QR code could be integrated in the product itself to ease
the access to the information by the different stakeholders. The QR code formats are collected
in Table 5.9, being specific for each entity found in the application. As a reminder, a hash or
an address is specified with 81 trytes, while a symmetric key is specified with 64 hexadecimal
characters, and both will be specified in strings of alphanumeric characters of the same length
in the QR codes. QR codes are generated using a thirdparty service10
ENTITY

QR CODE FORMAT

User (Private Information)

U[ADDRESS][KEY]

Contact (Public Information)

C[HASH][KEY]

Item

I[ADDRESS][KEY]

Table 5.9: Structure and formats of the Quick Response (QR) codes for users, contacts
and items
Lastly, needless to say that addresses and cryptographic keys are randomly generated.
However, if a group of items must have the same cryptographic key it is possible to provide
a custom cryptographic key when the chain of the item is being created. Note that the tasks
related to cryptography are not executed in the device on which the application is running.
Instead, they are delegated to the IOTA Tools server.
10

Google Charts: https://developers.google.com/chart/infographics/docs/qr_codes
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5.3.3 PROGRESSIVE WEB APP (PWA)
A Progressive Web App (PWA) is a web application that “use emerging web browser APIs and
features along with traditional progressive enhancement strategy to bring a native applike user
experience to crossplatform web applications ... PWAs should be discoverable, installable,
linkable, network independent, progressive, reengageable, responsive, and safe.” [32]
Among the different options presented in Chapter 3 this will be the selected one because
of its excellence in the following aspects: crossplatform compatibility (which makes it more
accessible to a wide range of users); no installation needed (allowing its use in lowend devices);
and easy maintenance and updates in the long run (users do not have to install updates
manually).
This document will not go into much detail about the development of the PWA itself.
However, more information can be found in the dedicated folder /case-study/. Instead,
it will explain it at a higher level and focus on the functionalities that have been achieved along
with the underlying technologies therein.
An overview of these functionalities and how they relate to the IOTA Tools server can be
observed in Figure 5.20. Small white boxes indicate the use of relevant browserspecific APIs,
which aim to provide functionalities similar to the ones provided by native applications. More
specifically, the following relevant web APIs are used:

• Camera API: this selfexplanatory API provides a way to access the device camera. It
will be used to scan the necessary information from QR codes corresponding to users or
items. Permission must be granted in the web browser before using this API (asked when
trying to scan).
• IndexedDB API: it enables the storing of information in local storage, providing developers
with a NoSQL database to store JSON objects. In this case, the signedin user information
is stored, including their contacts.
• Service Worker API: this API allows a more seamless integration of the application in
the current device operating system. Under the hood, it intercepts web requests to save
assets locally and load the application faster next time.
• Notification API: it enables the sending of notifications as if they were system
notifications. It will be used to receive updates on new links of the chains to which the
user has subscribed. Permission must be granted in the web browser before using this
API (asked when accessing the application for the first time).

It is worth mentioning that web APIs evolve over time, and more functionalities are added
in new versions of web browsers. At the time of writing, the Barcode Detection API is not
available or stable enough to be used to scan QR codes in production, so it is advisable to use
a thirdparty library instead. The compatibility of existing APIs is always improving, and new
features are introduced providing developers with more opportunities to develop their ideas.
In this case, the React11 framework is used to create this PWA with the aid of the Fluent UI12
components to style the UI. The PWA is written in HTML and TypeScript (which is transpiled to
11
12
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Figure 5.20: Architecture of the Supply Chain Management (SCM) application
JavaScript) with some styling in CSS, and in addition to the previous APIs, two libraries written
in TypeScript are used to handle two necessary tasks:
• Socket.IO13 : this library allows the communication with the IOTA Tools server via web
sockets to receive new links.
• ZXing14 : it is a barcode image processing library which will be exclusively used for reading
information from QR codes.
On the one hand, the application consists of four core services developed which are
managed in the background being completely transparent to the user:
• IOTA Tools: it handles the communication with the IOTA Tools server to harness the
power of DLT in the application. It also handles the data modeling explained in the previous
subsection, calling the JavaScript function fetch() to make the necessary requests to the
server.
• Notification System: it enables systemlike notifications on the current device, using the
Notification API.
• Service Worker: it manages the tasks performed in the background via a service worker,
using the Service Worker API.
• Storage Manager: it saves and retrieves the user data saved in the local NoSQL
database, using the IndexedDB API.
On the other hand, there are the UI components. They are listed below classified in layers,
being the layer(s) with the lower numbers parent(s) of the layer(s) with the higher numbers:
13
14

More information: https://socket.io/
Repository: https://github.com/zxing-js/library
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• QR Generator and QR Scanner (layer 3): these components are used by the next
layer of components when information about hashes or addresses and their associated
cryptographic keys is treated, or when a QR code is going to be scanned, respectively.
• Profile, Contacts, Items and Subscriptions (layer 2): these components correspond to
the different menus available for the user. The Profile page shows the private and public
information. The Contacts page shows the contacts saved locally to verify the content
read by the application. The Items page allows the user to create a new chain associated
to an item (product) and/or perform a wide range of operations on existing chains, such
as sending new links. The Subscriptions page allows the user to subscribe to chains and
receive notifications when new links are added to them.
• Authentication, Menu and Bar (layer 1): The Authentication page is superimposed to
the rest of the UI when the user is not authenticated. The Menu and Bar elements are
always present in the UI to navigate through the screens and get feedback on the results
of the user operations.
• Root (layer 0): it is the entry point of the application developed.
components are rendered within this component.

All the previous

Figure 5.21 includes several screenshots of the application on a mobile device to provide
an insight on how the application works. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the application is also
capable of reading existing information from the IOTA Tangle which has not been created with
it. To demonstrate this fact and the crossplatform capability offered by PWAs, the screenshot
of a computer web browser running the application shown in Figure 5.22 displays the second
version of the modified link of the sample chain in Figure 5.6.
Finally, note that the PWA must be served from a web server as any other web application,
and it assumes a secure connection between the IOTA Tools server and the PWA client. In
addition, the data stored locally is not encrypted. In production, these factors must be taken into
account, and browsers protect users from vulnerabilities by automatically blocking the access
to APIs which expose sensitive data when the connection is not secure (e.g., Camera API)
and/or without a proper configuration of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates. In this project,
the application is deployed to the same VM that the IOTA Tools service, but it is not strictly
necessary.

5.4

5.4.1

CASE 2: UPGRADING FROM CENTRALIZED RELATIONAL
DATABASES
PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are business models which do not require presence of workers in the field, or their skills
are only needed at particular times. To better manage the resources involved in their processes,
new technologies such as DLT can be implemented in the organization.
The IOTA Tools APIs can help in this endeavor. They can have positive effects on the
following matters, among others:
• Obtain instant insights on the system usage and functioning to enhance the management
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Figure 5.21: Supply Chain Management (SCM) application in a web browser on a
smartphone

Figure 5.22: Supply Chain Management (SCM) application in a web browser on a
computer
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model, optimizing time and efforts and helping plan maintenance policies, leading to a
reduction of costs.
• Provide stakeholders, including the owner of the facilities and assets (e.g., system and
equipment manufacturer(s), environmental authorities, certification agencies, customer
satisfaction managers, citizens, etc.), with easy and open access to a reliable source of
data which enables the verification of compliance with contracts, standards and/or norms.
• Leverage the available data which can be trusted to provide additional addedvalue
services which could not be offered with full guarantee or enough quality otherwise
(e.g., payasyougo services such as pay energy per kilowatthours without an additional
power meter, pay per distance traveled, renewal of disposables, periodic maintenance
contracts...).
However, current businesses usually rely on centralized solutions to store the data which
could be useful to achieve the aforementioned advantages. The purpose of this part of the
project is to connect an existing centralized database to IOTA by using the APIs provided by the
IOTA Tools service. In this way, data can be presented to the target stakeholders decoupling it
from the original database and proving its authenticity.

5.4.2 DATA CONNECTOR
To transfer the data in real time from the centralized MySQL database (relational database) to
the IOTA Tangle, an intermediate service has been developed to handle all operations. This
service is connected simultaneously to both the MySQL database and the IOTA Tools server.
The flowchart of its program, based on Node.js as well, is shown in Figure 5.23.
The program keeps track of the last rows of the MySQL database and uploads the pending
ones via IOTA Tools APIs, more specifically, using the APIs related to chains. The information
contained in each row of each table will be reformatted in a JSON object. Table 5.10 collects
the SQL tables selected to be uploaded to the IOTA Tangle, as well as the relevant parameters
which are going to be uploaded to the IOTA Tangle following that format. Signatures created
with a private key allow third parties to verify the data by using the associated public key.
Data processing is run in parallel for every table, and the configuration parameters read from
the .env file are shown in Table 5.11.

5.4.3 DATA VISUALIZATION
To retrieve and verify the authenticity of the data published, a web application has been
developed, similar to the PWA of the previous section. As this web application is less complex
than the PWA described earlier, this section will omit the technical and implementation details
which are similar to the ones indicated before.
Three elements are necessary to read the data published:
• Link address: it corresponds to any link of the chain to which the intermediate service is
publishing the data.
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Figure 5.23: Flowchart of the MySQL connector
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TABLE

OLD COLUMN (MYSQL)

NEW MEMBER (IOTA)

nfcs

vehiculo

plate

nfcs

nfc

status

nfcs

peso

weight

nfcs

f_nfc

date

nfcs

position

location

movements

matricula

plate

movements

estado

status

movements

localidad

locality

movements

ubicacion

location

movements

fecha_upos

date

movements

velocidad

velocity

movements

kilometros

distance

movements

s_motor

engine

movements

s_grua

crane

environment_truck

date

date

environment_truck

mac

mac

environment_truck

external_ip

external_ip

environment_truck

num

num

environment_truck

Tm

Tm

environment_truck

Pm

Pm

environment_truck

RHm

RHm

environment_truck

Lm

Lm

environment_truck

Om

Om

environment_truck

Rm

Rm

environment_truck

NH3m

NH3m

environment_truck

NOISEm

NOISEm

environment_truck

timestamp

timestamp

Table 5.10: SQL tables and columns selected to be uploaded to the IOTA Tangle
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ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE

DESCRIPTION

HOST_DB

MySQL database host.

USER_DB

MySQL database user.

PASSWORD_DB

MySQL database password.

IOTA_TOOLS_HOST

IOTA Tools server.

IOTA_TOOLS_PORT

IOTA Tools port.

SYMMETRIC_KEY

Symmetric key of 256 bits in hexadecimal
format to encrypt all data.

INTERVAL_MS

Time interval to be used if the mode selected is
either interval or timeout.

CHAIN_ADDRESSES

Chains to which upload the rows of each table.

CHAIN_TAGS

Tags to be used for each applicable transaction
involving the uploading of data for each table.

PRIVATE_KEY

Private key used to sign all data.

PUBLIC_KEY

Public key used to verify all data.

LAST_IDS

Starting row ID for each table.

TABLES_DB

Tables to
semicolon).

be

uploaded

(separated

by

OLD_COLUMNS_DB

Columns to be uploaded from each table
(separated by comma).

NEW_COLUMNS_DB

New member names to use in the JSON objects
replacing the old column names.

MODE

Mode of execution of the program: interval
(every time interval specified), timeout (after
waiting the time interval specified when finishing
the uploading of new rows) and once (the
program is executed only once).

Table 5.11: Environment variables used for configuring the data connector
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• Symmetric key: it is the cryptographic key used to encrypt the data, which is also used
to decrypt it.
• Public key: it is the cryptographic key used to verify the signature of the content created
with the associated private key.
To facilitate the entry of this data, only the symmetric key must be provided in the web
application to prove the authorization to access the data uploaded. The public key and link
addresses are prestored in the web application itself, being flexible enough to change these
values in the future if needed. The screenshots in Figure 5.24 show the UI of the crossplatform
web application. Retrieved links are sorted by timestamp, and users are also able to filter them.

Figure 5.24: Web application for visualizing the uploaded data in a web browser on a
smartphone
The data can be read at any time and by any means as long as the previous three elements
are in the target users’ hands. In other words, they are not tied to a specific application
or service, and the existence of the IOTA Tools server can be disregarded. However, the
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development of a new application from the ground up following the IOTA documentation can
be very timeconsuming, and therefore the use of the APIs offered by the IOTA Tools service,
which can be implemented locally using the internal libraries developed, is strongly advisable.
The reading of chains becomes much easier.
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Chapter 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the results related to the performance of the system and discusses
important matters which should be considered if the system were to be used in production.

6.1

DEPLOYMENT

Once the system has been tested on the local computer used for development, it can be
deployed to the target server(s). To facilitate this process, an Ansible1 playbook has been
written for each identified service, leveraging the capabilities of this automation tool:
• IOTA Tools: RESTful and WebSocket APIs.
• Case Study: PWA.
• Real Case: MySQL Connector and Web App.
In addition, another playbook has been written to build the optional PoW plugin for the IOTA
Tools service (as it is architecturespecific), as well as an additional playbook to stop all services
and clean all resources. All deployment scripts require the target system architecture and target
hosts from the inventory to be specified as extra input variables.
The orchestrated machines or nodes only require running a Linux distribution with Python
3 installed, but the master node does require having Ansible installed. Communications are
established and held via SSH. For security reasons, all services related to this project are
deployed within a new dedicated folder (tfm-mii) which will be automatically created in the
home directory of the target user. No root permissions are needed.
The general steps followed in every playbook are shown in Figure 6.1. Note that although the
services can be built on another machine than the one to which they are going to be deployed,
these scripts first build and then start all services in the target machine.
Services can also be deployed manually by using the NPM scripts written in the
package.json file located in the corresponding folder of each service. These scripts consist
of a series of commands executed via npm run [SCRIPT] as a shortcut:
1
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the general steps of the automation scripts (deploy and clean)
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• start: start the custom server or application.
• build: build the entire project.
• prod: remove all development packages after having built the project to reduce the space
used.
• serve: serve the application via a static file server.
• clean: clean the distribution folder and remove all packages.
More detailed information and all automation scripts can be found in /deployment/, as
well as the service units which are used for systemd (Linux service manager)

6.2

TIMING AND BENCHMARKS

This section aims to assess the performance of the developed system. In addition, it compares
the results between the different solutions available.
To facilitate this assessment, a script is used to automatically collect the running times
of every scenario to be evaluated. The flowchart in Figure 6.2 indicates how the tests are
performed. Running times are saved in a dedicated log file which is later analyzed in a
JupyterLab2 notebook to gain valuable insights on the results. The script can be found in
/tests/.
The five following important considerations apply:
• The running times of the messaging and streaming services are measured, including the
data sent and the data received. The running times of raw transactions and the MAM
alternative are also measured to compare them with the custom solutions.
• Both the Devnet and the Mainnet IOTA networks are evaluated using three providers as
shown in Table 6.1, although only the Mainnet is the official public network which must be
used in production.
• Tests are performed in series (not in parallel) in order to avoid unwanted biases between
the measured time intervals.
• The PoW is performed as indicated in Table 6.1 unless otherwise stated in the figure itself,
as most public nodes do not generally allow users to perform the PoW in the node because
of its computationally expensive nature.
• The performance of MAM streams is also evaluated, using them in private mode.
• Only the performance of the internal libraries used in the web service is evaluated.
Figure 6.3 summarizes the results obtained for the Devnet network. At a first glance, the
average times for all operations do not exceed 5 seconds. These low running times are linked
to the fact that the MWM, and therefore the difficulty of the PoW, is considerably lower than
2
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Figure 6.2: Flowchart of the performance tests
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NETWORK

MWM

DEPTH

PROVIDER (URL)

LOCAL POW

Devnet

9

3

https://nodes.devnet.iota.org

No

Mainnet (ETSII)

14

3

https://iota.etsii.upm.es

No

Mainnet (TheTangle)

14

3

https://nodes.thetangle.org

Yes

Table 6.1: Test parameters of the IOTA networks analyzed and providers used
its counterpart of the Mainnet (9 compared to 14). Therefore, the number of calculations to
attach a raw transaction to the IOTA Tangle (the basic element on which the other services rely)
becomes significantly reduced so that users can perceive faster execution times. Since the
PoW for this network does not have a significant impact on the performance of the services, the
same figure shows that when comparing the chain and MAM solutions, as well as the message
and raw transactions, there is not a perceivable difference in the running time, even encrypting
and decrypting data locally.

Figure 6.3: Average running times of the services in the Devnet (lower is better)
However, as mentioned earlier, the Devnet network is used for testing purposes, and
therefore it is not as reliable as the Mainnet network. The performance of the system in the
Mainnet network has been tested by using two different providers. On the one hand, the node
physically located in the ETSII is used as the first provider. On the other hand, the nodes offered
by the open service TheTangle3 are used as the second provider. This public nodes service
groups different and fast nodes located all around the world, and it can handle queries by using
3
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a nodes proxy and a serverless and microservices architecture [33]. The node located in the
ETSII have the PoW enabled. However, when connecting to the nodes offered by TheTangle,
sometimes the PoW is performed after a long time, and sometimes it leads to an indefinite wait.
Therefore, tests are run with the local PoW enabled when using the nodes from TheTangle. The
results for both cases are depicted in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively.

Figure 6.4: Average running times of the services in the Mainnet using the node in the
ETSII (lower is better)
These bar plots provide a great deal of information. What strikes most about them is the
skyrocketed running time of the MAM alternative. When adding new links or messages, the
custom solution (chain) offering extra functionalities performs almost twice as good in terms
of timing, reducing the running time for writing by more than 50%. Moreover, the time spent
on reading all data from the IOTA Tangle is also lower, although they are sufficiently closer to
each other and the retrieval time is subject to other factors, especially when using the nodes
from TheTangle. These differences can be easily attributed to the fact that for a new link to
be added to a custom chain only one PoW is needed, while for a new message to be added
to a MAM stream three PoWs must be performed. As for the receiving time, it is significantly
high compared to the messaging and transactions alternatives, as more than one transaction
is retrieved (10).
Another aspect which is worth highlighting is the difference between the running times of
messages and transactions for both providers. As the latter are easier to build and send
with no encryption overhead performed locally, sending times are lower than in the previous
cases. However, performing the PoW locally seems to provide an advantage of approximately
3 seconds on average when sending messages or transactions. As the IOTA node located
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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Figure 6.5: Average running times of the services in the Mainnet using a node from the
TheTangle (lower is better)
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in the ETSII must handle all transactions regardless of their origin, performing the PoW in the
server is still an extra overhead which results in an increased running time.
Lastly, in order to illustrate the effect of performing the PoW locally on the previous results,
Figure 6.6 shows the average time for all operations which require a PoW, classified by network
and provider. Note than when using TheTangle as the provider the PoW is only performed
locally for the reasons stated above. On average, a reduction of more than 5% in the running
time can be observed when running the calculations of the PoW locally.

Figure 6.6: Average running times of the services depending on where the PoW is
performed (lower is better)

6.3

STORAGE RELIABILITY

Distributed nodes from different owners comprise the IOTA network, and its software is executed
in different platforms with different levels of power, capabilities and security depending on the
host machine.
In older versions of IOTA, nodes had to store a full copy of the transaction history. However,
as the network usage (and therefore the number of transactions) grew over the years, the need
of saving a reduced copy of that history became important in order to save resources of the
machine in which the node was executing and provide the possibility of executing it in other
lowend machines. As a quick reference for the growth rate, about 7 GB of transaction data can
be generated in approximately 10 days [34].
Alejandro Javier Ramos San Juan
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Therefore, a new functionality has been released to allow the nodes to save a local snapshot
of the last 30 days (default setting), providing important advantages [35]:
• Faster synchronization.
• Lower energy requirements.
• Not waiting for a global snapshot to remove old data from the database (for example,
addresses whose balance is lower than 1 i).
However, not storing a full copy of the IOTA Tangle on each node have an important
consequence: persistence of the attached data is not guaranteed. There are many ways to
face this issue, although all of them compromise the advantages of using a DLT system such
as IOTA. Then, two solutions are proposed.
The first solution consists of implementing an external database. It is a manual solution
managed by the party who wants to keep the transactions, and it has the advantage that once it
is running, data can be accessed quicker by means of a SQL query (for example) sent directly
to the database instead of relying on an IOTA node to retrieve the transaction from the IOTA
Tangle, providing also access to data when the node used to access the IOTA network is under
maintenance.
For its implementation, a background service can be developed which listens to the ZMQ
events emitted by an IOTA node, while simultaneously saves the new transactions, optionally
filtering them based on the data they hold (e.g., IOTA address). If this service were to be shared
with other parties, the transactions stored in this centralized database should be available to
them. This can also be achieved via a RESTful API so that any client can query transactions
from it.
However, as stated before, the system would no longer be completely decentralized. An
intermediate approach is using a decentralized database instead of a centralized one, providing
additional advantages such as physical redundancy with machines in different locations around
the world and backups, although some downsides are the energy costs and security.
The second solution involves the use of the IOTA’s Chronicle system. This system can be
integrated in the selected IOTA nodes to upgrade them to permanent nodes or permanodes.
Chronicle allows the storing of all transactions outside the IOTA Tangle in a distributed database
(cluster Scylla) at the same time that it guarantees their availability during the desired time frame
[36].
Its settings can be tailored to the current needs and available resources, being able to
configure the connection to one or more nodes to provide backup in case that the first node
fails or is not available anymore, and the amount of time that the transactions must be kept in
case that the oldest ones are not needed in the future.
Nevertheless, two disadvantages to consider are the impossibility of filtering the target
transactions which one party wants to keep (which differs from the first solution) and the
impossibility of knowing what transactions have not being saved during the time that Chronicle
is under maintenance, inactive or fails [37].
Both solutions provide a way of keeping a full or custom history of the IOTA Tangle outside
the IOTA network from the instant they are launched. However, it is important to mention that
in both cases the immutability and integrity of the content of the transactions depend in the end
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on the security of the databases and their administrators, and read access should be granted
to all interested and trusted parties.
If another node is still keeping the transaction a party is looking for, it would be possible
to check the integrity of the content backed up in the database through that node by
computing the hashes of both transactions and checking if they match. If another node is not
accessible, another possible yet tedious approach would be using the subsequent transactions
by recalculating the hash of the target transaction and its child transactions (whose hashes
depend on the hash of the parent transactions). When a more recent transaction is present in
an accessible IOTA node (the timestamp must be equal or greater than the timestamp of the
last transaction kept by the node), both hashes must match, otherwise contents were modified.
To check that a transaction is valid in the first instance, its hash can be easily calculated and
the number of 0 trits at the end will determine if the PoW is valid (14 trits at minimum in the
Mainnet). However, modifying the content and the nonce field of the raw transaction as a result
of a new PoW may lead to a new valid hash following this criterion.
Lastly, it is worth highlighting the public nature of the IOTA network. Therefore, it is perfectly
possible that other users have a permanode or a node which stores the transactions with the
required age. In fact, to encourage the creation and maintenance of permanodes, Chronicle
can also be used by other community members and businesses to provide access to the data
in the IOTA Tangle via paid services, giving birth to a new concept: ‘query as a service’ [38].
IOTA Tangle usage via services offered by a thirdparty is already a reality [39].

6.4

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This project relies on an emerging technology which has certainly come to stay. Like other
digital technologies, its potential for significant changes in the way we live and work is worthy
of being mentioned.
Not a long time ago, the society have exclusively relied on physical entities and methods for
any tasks. For example, whenever someone wanted to travel to another city, they had to show
a document in paper form with their personal data in order to start their journey. Companies
also required the physical signature on contracts, carrying potential delays due to the distance
to which they had to be sent, not to mention the paper waste generated from both of these
practices and the negative impact on the environment. This have been improved by means of
digital systems, but hacking attacks, identity fraud, impossibility of proving authenticity of data
and single points of failure of these systems hinder their application in critical matters. There is
where DLT and the developed system come into play.
As for the economic impacts, the system, and DLT in general, can have a wide variety of use
cases and optimize existing processes and methodologies. Although one of the first thoughts
on these impacts may be its application to our current currencies, with the preparation to issue
a digital Euro on the horizon [40], there is another vertical to which it is immediately applicable.
The use of digital signing methods has gained notorious popularity in the last few years. The
whole process relies on a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), which in turn enables the creation of
digital certificates issued by a Certificate Authority (CA) which can be cryptographically verified.
The key purpose of the CA is to act as an intermediate trusted entity between the parties which
exchange information using the credentials provided by them. However, this requires a long
list of these entities to be available through applications. Adobe software is compatible with
the European Union Trusted List (EUTL), which is “a public list of over 200 active and legacy
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Trust Service Providers (TSPs) that are specifically accredited to deliver the highest levels of
compliance with the EU eIDAS electronic signature regulation.” [41] However, these may not be
trusted entities by countries outside the EU, which would require another list. DLT eliminates
the need of a centralized registry or a either toplevel or intermediate CA (and therefore of
these lists), as it is a system coowned by many users. This approach is called Decentralized
Public Key Infrastructure (DPKI), which stores Decentralized IDentifiers (DIDs), “a new type
of identifier that enables verifiable, decentralized digital identity.” [42] Although this application
may seem more legal or documentationoriented and it does not necessarily introduce new
functionalities, DLT actually enhances it by improving the trust level in the global economy.
Issuing verifiable certifications of products and improving digital authenticity of things (a concept
which has evolved into Identity of Things) while introducing other initiatives such as eCl@ss
(standard for master data and semantics for digitalization) and Industry 4.0 architectures help
increase productivity and grow revenue.
Considering the 17 Sustainable Development Goals4 (SDGs) adopted by the United Nations,
an indirect positive impact on goals 8 and 9 (Decent Work and Economic Growth; Industry,
Innovation, and Infrastructure) could be achieved as explained before, but the solution might
have a minor negative impact on goal 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy). A paramount
component of this system which is found in every DLT solution is the PoW. As reiterated several
times in this document, the PoW consists of complex calculations which must be performed in
order to avoid potential hijacks of the DLT system. Therefore, apart from the maintenance
itself of the infrastructure of the system as any other IT system, these operations are especially
important to consider when using it. As for IOTA, the PoW is less complex and computationally
expensive than other DLT architectures such as Bitcoin, but it is still the cost which must be paid
to use the IOTA Tangle. After running a thirdparty program to measure the energy consumption
when running PoWs continuously (powerstat5 ), the results revealed that the average CPU
usage increased by more than 40 times, and the average power usage tripled (with respect to
the metrics in an almost idle state). This impact can be minimized by using dedicated FPGAs,
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), or ApplicationSpecific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), which
are better suited to this task.
Lastly, some legal aspects should be considered, especially some related to the protection
of data. As stated in the legal framework in Chapter 4, the GDPR introduced new measures
which must be followed when services and products are offered to EU citizens. There are two
important aspects to consider which are slightly blurry in this case. Firstly, there are two roles
defined in the Regulation which are worth the attention in this case: the data controller and
data processor. The data controller “determines the purposes and means of the processing
of personal data,” [43] while the data processor “processes personal data on behalf of the
controller.” [43] In this case, nodes owned by anonymous actors comprise the IOTA network,
impeding the clear identification of them. Secondly, the GDPR states that the user must be able
to remove their personal data when needed, but the data is transferred to nodes out of control
and located around the world, and its complete deletion is virtually impossible. Ensuring that the
cryptographic key to access the target data has been destroyed might be considered as a valid
alternative way of deleting the associated data. Nevertheless, by encrypting the information
with secure algorithms, it becomes hidden, but the knowledge of the implementation details
and the discovery of new vulnerabilities of the algorithms in the future could lead to data leaks.
In conclusion, the system presented and DLT have potential to revolutionize the current
economy, and the technology is already providing benefits in some fields, but a careful watch
on environmental and legal matters should be considered.
4
5
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS
It is undeniable that DLT is progressively gaining popularity in many fields, and the system
developed in this project is intended to make a contribution to how it can be implemented.
The data structures designed are more suitable for storing practical data than just using raw
transactions, providing more flexibility to deal with either data streams or individual objects, and
allowing the creation of relationships between them at will.
Although how data is saved in a public ledger is important, it is also vital to think about the way
that users interact with it. The developed web service based on RESTful and WebSocket APIs
tackles this problem, allowing a seamless integration in other systems and providing realtime
capabilities when relevant changes in the IOTA Tangle occur. It also helps isolate the DLT part
of the system from the rest of the system which is going to integrate it, with the possibility of
changing from one node to another and without having to maintain a direct and permanent
connection with the IOTA network, for example.
Through two use cases, a suggested way of implementing the system and using the IOTA
Tangle has been proposed for the field of supply chain, as well as a way of enhancing the
possibilities of an existing IoT system based on traditional centralized databases.
Finally, the timing and benchmarks of the system indicate a throughput of roughly 4 links per
minute (compared to just 1 link per minute of other solutions), which is doubled when it comes to
encrypted individual messages. These are acceptable values for most realtime and IoTbased
applications.
Although the system is reliable enough to be used in production, there are some downsides
which should be considered.
One of the most important disadvantages of this system, which is directly linked to using the
IOTA Tangle, is the fact that there is no full guarantee that the data will be kept in the network
forever if we do not have control or permanent access to a node which stores all transactions
(which can purge their internal database to reduce consumption of resources). As stated in this
work, the proposed solutions to this problem end up in a tradeoff between storage reliability
and public decentralization.
Other two intrinsic characteristics of the IOTA Tangle are that its data is public, and it
needs a PoW. The former may entail privacy risks if information is not properly encrypted
and, although the system presented always uploads encrypted data, in case that a flaw in
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the encryption algorithm were to be found in the future, all information could be decrypted if
the implementation details of this system were known as well. Aside from this cybersecurity
concern, the performance of the network heavily relies on the nodes running at the time that the
transaction is being uploaded (i.e., the number of participants in the network), and although
at the time of writing over 60 Transactions Per Second (TPS) are processed, this figure is
unpredictable and can either increase or decrease unexpectedly in the future (the more nodes
are running, the faster the network performs). The latter is the real cost of using the system,
and it may carry high energy consumption levels which not only will be reflected in bills but will
also have a negative impact on the environment.
To sum up, the system can be used in production with a few modifications, enabling many
potential applications. However, it is important to consider additional matters related to DLT
which could hinder its early adoption. The next chapter attempts to provide further ideas to
enhance the functionalities, quality, and performance of the overall system.
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Chapter 8

FUTURE LINES
This chapter provides some lines of study and work as well as several suggestions which could
be further applied to the project in order to extend its features and better harness its possibilities.
At least five future improvements can be identified:

• Chain information cache: The service does not keep any information when API calls
are made to its endpoints (except for anonymous identification numbers for managing the
subscriptions). However, when writing on or reading from chains it would be beneficial to
keep some information to speed up the access to the target link(s), increasing the overall
efficiency. By keeping at least the first or last link found when a chain is requested, the
next operation will perform faster, as it can jump right into the last saved link and start
from there, instead of starting over again and avoiding a response time always linearly
dependent on the number of links of the chain. This feature could also be implemented
in the system communicating with the APIs by saving the addresses or hashes received
in the responses in an external database or thirdparty service, helping make wise API
calls. Adding additional references in links could also help filter or interconnect parts of
the same chain or others for some applications.
• Authentication layer: the current version of the system provides open APIs and does
not authenticate users at any point. However, authentication may be useful in some
scenarios where the content uploaded to the IOTA Tangle must be always signed by
its author. The authentication may be implemented by either adding a middleware
(intermediate service) which uses existing frameworks for authenticating users such as
Open Authorization (OAuth) or using custom API keys and secrets. Another way which
facilitates the management of credentials used for encrypting and verifying messages
would be using the PKCS#12 standard, which defines how to store the certificate chain
(which could also be set up) with the public key and the private key in a single file which
may be encrypted (so that if the file is lost, revealed, or stolen, its private key is kept
protected). This second method could also be used to authenticate users for using the
APIs.
• Cloud and external providers: by using the developed PoW module, an external service
endpoint could be implemented to compute it faster. Moreover, the entire system could be
deployed to infrastructure located in the cloud, and by means of microservices, serverless
functions and load balancers, the scalability of the system would not be a problem. Cloud
providers will also have countermeasures enabled by default with their managed solutions
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which help avoid many cyberattacks, reducing potential costs which may arise when
fully maintaining the system on premises. If the local SQL database were replaced by
a remote SQL database shared among all units to which the service has been deployed,
subscriptions could also be followed by all units with minor changes.
• Alternative encoding for information: as stated at the beginning of the discussion
regarding design and implementation, all data uploaded to the IOTA Tangle is assumed
to be humanreadable text in UTF8 encoding, which should be sufficient for most
applications, leveraging the JSON format. However, some applications may require to
better use the available space in binary format, as there is room for improvement in that
sense. The current version of the system uses two trytes per byte. Each pair of trytes
leads to 27 · 27 = 729 possible values, while one byte can store just 28 = 256 different
values. Therefore, more than 60% of the available values in trytes are not being used.
The downside of this approach is the need of notable redesign. Compression algorithms
could be an alternative.
• System upgrade after the new IOTA release: IOTA has been recently upgraded to IOTA
1.5 (Chrysalis) on April 28, 2021 [44], and this milestone has some implications for the
system developed in this work. This version carries many advantages which, in short,
improve the network usability, reliability and speed. However, there are also some internal
changes which affect the way transactions are treated, and therefore they need to be
considered. The most relevant change is the introduction of a binary transaction layout.
This means that transaction data is no longer encoded in trits, but bits. Encoded addresses
and hashes (message IDs) are also based on bits, and message data can be of arbitrary
size (up to 35 kB). Since addresses and hashes are now expressed in just 64 characters,
this leads to a reduction of about 20% in the overhead needed for managing chains, but it
requires a minor redesign to adjust the structure accordingly. It is important to remember
that IOTA is a live project, and further changes following its roadmap are expected, with
the new version IOTA 2.0 (Coordicide) on the horizon.
In summary, the system can be further tweaked to better align to the specific requirements of
where and how it is implemented. As it is based on an emerging project, IOTA, it may also need
to adapt to the new changes released of every new version, until it becomes a stable project.
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Chapter 9

PLANNING AND QUOTATION
PLANNING
The Gantt chart in Figure 9.1 records the tasks carried out for this project. The following
considerations apply:
• All work is done by one person.
• The average dedication is 3 hours per day all weekdays.
• All resources are needed for every task, except for the remote machines in the first phase.
• The smallest unit of time is half a week, which are counted from the first week of the year.
• There are two weeks (week 53 in 2020 and week 13 in 2021) in which work is held in
standby.
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Figure 9.1: Planning
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QUOTATION
Table 9.1 shows the quote of the entire project, considering the following notes:
• Software licenses at least cover noncommercial and educational purposes, which is the
case of this project. Licenses which are not free of charge are be paid following the
subscription model of the service offered by a provider on a monthly basis if available,
otherwise the lifetime license is acquired. Licenses which are free of charge are excluded
from this quotation.
• Assets which can last longer than the period which this project lasted (estimated in 6
months) are linearly depreciated with null residual value.
• Spanish taxes or Impuesto sobre el Valor Añadido (IVA) are included before calculating
the final price.
• U.M. means Unit of Measurement, M. means Measurement, U.P. means Unit Price and
T.P. means Total Price.
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

U.M.

M.

U.P. (€)

T.P. (€)

Chapter 1: Equipment And Hardware
1.01

Raspberry Pi 3 Model B: singleboard
computer with Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) and Bluetooth connectivity

unit

1

37.44

37.44

1.02

DHT11 sensor: lowcost digital temperature
and humidity sensor.

unit

1

4.16

4.16

1.03

Female to female jumper wires:
wires
required to connect the DHT11 sensor to the
Raspberry Pi.

unit

3

0.05

0.15

1.04

Local computer: computer for performing all
tasks required by this project. Technical details:
Intel® CoreTM i58250U CPU @ 1.60GHz, 8
GB RAM, 256 GB SSD, VTx. Straight line
depreciation with an estimated useful life of 4
years and an acquisition price of 600 €.

unit

1

75.00

75.00

1.05

Remote server: server located in the ETSII
which hosts the IOTA node and the services
deployed via VMs. Technical details: Intel®
CoreTM i76700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 8 GB RAM,
256 GB SSD, VTx. Straight line depreciation
with an estimated useful life of 4 years and an
acquisition price of 800 €.

unit

1

100.00

100.00

Total:

216.75

Chapter 2: Software
2.01

Windows 10 Home OS: operating system
which functions as the base to install all the
necessary programs and the VM based on
Linux (Ubuntu). Perpetual license.

unit

1

119.83

119.83

2.02

Office 365 Suite:
software applications
including Excel. Subscription license.

month

6

5.79

34.74

Total:

154.57

15.00

5400.00

Total:

5400.00

Chapter 3: Human Resources
3.01

Engineer: preferably with background in data
analytics and web development.

hour

360

TOTAL EXECUTION COSTS

5771.32

GENERAL EXPENSES (13%)

750.27

INDUSTRIAL BENEFIT (6%)

346.28
Total:

6867.87

IVA (21%)

1442.25

GRAND TOTAL

8310.12

Table 9.1: Quotation
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Chapter 10

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

2FA 2Factor Authentication
AES Advanced Encryption Standard
API Application Programming Interface
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASIC ApplicationSpecific Integrated Circuit
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One
BDA Big Data Analytics
CA Certificate Authority
CSV CommaSeparated Values
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph
DER Distinguished Encoding Rules
DevOps Development and Operations
DID Decentralized IDentifier
DLT Distributed Ledger Technology
DPKI Decentralized Public Key Infrastructure
eIDAS electronic IDentification, Authentication and trust Services
EU European Union
EUTL European Union Trusted List
FaaS Function as a Service
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FPGA FieldProgrammable Gate Array
GCM Galois Counter Mode
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
i IOTA token
I/O Input/Output
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
IaaS Platform as a Service
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IoT Internet of Things
IP Internet Protocol
ISO International Organization for Standardization
IT Information Technology
IVA Impuesto sobre el Valor Añadido (Spanish taxes)
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
MAC Message Authentication Code
MAM Masked Authenticated Messaging
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MLaaS Machine Learning as a Service
MWM Minimum Weight Magnitude
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OAuth Open Authorization
OS Operating System
P2P PeerToPeer
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
PoW Proof of Work
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QR Quick Response
REST REpresentational State Transfer
RSA RivestShamirAdleman
SaaS Software as a Service
SCM Supply Chain Management
SDG Sustainable Development Goal
SHA Secure Hash Algorithm
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol
SQL Structured Query Language
SSH Secure SHell
SSL Secure Sockets Layer
TPS Transactions Per Second
TSP rust Service Provider
UI User Interface
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
URL Uniform Resource Locator
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
UTF8 8bit Unicode Transformation Format
VM Virtual Machine
W3C World Wide Web Consortium
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WS WebSocket
WSDL Web Service Description Language
WSLA Web Service Level Agreement
XaaS Everything as a Service
XML eXtensible Markup Language
ZMQ Zero Message Queue (see ZeroMQ)
ZMTP ZeroMQ Message Transport Protocol
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